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What is invisible resistance to tyranny?

It is an underground movement of secret freedom fighters, each acting individually and independently to ignore, evade, resist, and thwart the increasingly heavy hand of government power. Invisible resisters do not join protest groups, stand on street corners making speeches, or run with a mob throwing rocks at police vehicles. Rather, they make up a collective silent insurgency that tyrants won’t be able to put down because they won’t be able to find it. Government enforcers will fruitlessly look for organizations with no members, commanders who aren’t there, secret headquarters that don’t exist, and couriers that carry no messages.

Invisible Resistance to Tyranny is both a manifesto and manual for everyday citizens who are alarmed by the never-ending encroachment upon the individual freedoms recognized (not “granted”) in the Bill of Rights and who want to do something about it now before it comes down to a choice between violent revolution or total submission. It outlines a progressive program of resistance that anyone can undertake without having to protest in the streets, go on hunger strikes, or take up arms.

For anyone living in a country where the authorities limit everyone’s civil liberties while increasing their own perks and power, engaging in invisible resistance can be a giant step toward achieving greater freedom now and in the future. Read this book. You have nothing to lose but your chains.
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We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights, that among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. That to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed. That whenever any form of government becomes destructive to these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new government.

Declaration of Independence
Second Continental Congress
July 4, 1776

They came out of a morning sky, American commercial aircraft piloted by religious fanatics who had hijacked four planes loaded with innocent passengers. Within hours almost 5,000 American men, women, and children were suddenly dead, murdered in a vicious act of terrorism that wrenched us all into a new kind of war. It is a war in which every individual American suddenly finds him- or herself on the front lines, the possible target for the next act of terror the enemy chooses to launch.

We have no way of knowing how long this fight will continue, how many more acts of terrorism we will suffer, or what sacrifice we will have to make to defeat our enemy. What we do know is that we will prevail.

We will not win because of our great wealth, scientific know-how, or sophisticated military machinery. We will certainly not win because of our political leaders’ courage, strength, intelli-
prise attack. The attack on the United States on September 11, 2001, was a pure act of terror.

True Freedom Fighters Don’t Kill the Innocent

A terrorist will commit acts of extreme violence in an attempt to force an enemy to act in the way he desires. The theory behind acts of terror is that ordinary people, frightened by the terror, will force their government to give in to the political demands of the people committing the terrorism. Acts of terrorism are always committed by unpopular political groups who can’t achieve their goals through peaceful means or military action. Unable to win by diplomacy or waging war, they turn to acts of terrorism, hoping to further their cause by making the whole world their enemy.

The problem is, it doesn’t work. It almost always has the opposite effect. It scares the civilian populations to the point where they will applaud any action their government takes to counter the terrorism, even if it means almost total loss of their own personal freedom.

We’ve have seen how miserably the theory of terrorism failed on September 11, 2001. Never, since the attack on Pearl Harbor 60 years before, have we seen Americans and their political leaders so united in a single common cause. We have seen how miserably it failed after the bombing of the Murrah Building in Oklahoma City, when the federal government enjoyed wide-ranging approval to further curtail the rights of Americans who had nothing to do with that crime.

People who love and fight for freedom do not commit acts of terror, ever! Anyone who truly believes in freedom can never condone or participate in any act of terror. A freedom fighter, whether operating as part of an army or alone and in secret, will only consider committing acts of violence as a last-resort measure, when the situation has deteriorated to the point where civilians are being killed by a government out of control.

Individual Resistance to Tyranny—
the Easy Part of the Equation

Individual resistance to terrorism requires the same mindset that we use when defending ourselves against criminal attack. Smart ordinary citizens don’t go looking for criminals to attack; indeed, they do everything within reason to avoid any contact with criminals. We avoid dark streets and other places where criminals are likely to lurk. We put locks on our doors, keep a watch on those around us, especially when dealing with strangers, and we arm and prepare ourselves to handle criminal
attack should it occur. When criminals do attack, brave men and women fight back. We also cooperate with police authorities when we have information on criminal activities.

Those of us who want to do our part to resist terrorism will go about our daily lives and hope that we never actually have to deal with a terrorist. At the same time, we will be alert to the fact that they are out there, that they are planning more attacks, and that any one of us might suddenly find him- or herself in a situation in which how one reacts may not only mean the difference between one’s own life and death but the lives of thousands of our fellow citizens.

Invisible resistance to terrorism consists of three basic rules of action:

1. Do every thing possible to ensure you do not become a victim of a terrorist.
2. If, despite those efforts, you find yourself involved in a terrorist action or engaged with anyone you suspect intends to commit an act of terror, be prepared to do everything possible to frustrate the will of the terrorist, including the use of deadly resistance.
3. Demand that our political leaders give full attention to fulfilling their oath of office to defend our country against such acts in ways consistent with the U.S. Constitution.

The terrorists who carried out the attacks on September 11, 2001, were living among us. While the pundits have talked about possible failures by our government in identifying them beforehand, there must have been many situations in which a single, alert citizen could have frustrated their plans. It might have been an airport security guard, an alert airline agent, a suspicious neighbor, a hotel clerk, or even a waitress or taxi driver.

We have to admit that none of us suspected that such things would ever happen. Now we are warned. Therefore, every one of us must go about our daily lives aware that someone we meet along the way may be planning to commit an act of terror. We are already seeing evidence that Americans are intent on resisting terrorism. Crop duster pilots are taking key parts of their planes home at night. People on fishing trips are watching who might be dumping what in a reservoir. Citizens across the country are buying gas masks, water filters, medicines, and firearms. Many are changing travel plans by driving a car instead of flying so that they can always go armed, ready to resist with deadly force if necessary.

Our political leaders are also reacting. They know that we will hold them to their promises to find and punish those responsible as well as those who harbor and support them. We have made it clear that should they fail to do so, we will take our revenge on them at election time.

We will endure and we will defeat the campaign of terror that has been launched against us. But when that job is done, we will still have the problem of the drift of our country into democratic mob tyranny.

Individual Resistance to Tyranny—the Difficult Part of the Equation

Once we have identified, punished, or neutralized those responsible for the events of September 11, we will have a much more difficult problem to deal with—the problem of what has happened to freedom in our own country. The part that any ordinary citizen will play in the fight against terrorism depends on luck of the draw, with most of us having little or no opportunity to act at all except to live our lives without fear, but every one of us can take action against democratic mob tyranny.

Prior to September 11, 2001, those willing to fight for freedom had concluded that the greatest danger to our freedom was the drift into democratic mob tyranny deliberately manipulated by our own political leaders. We rightly understood that the enemies we must fear most are not the ones on a foreign shore but the enemies of freedom inside our own borders.

Now, even when we are under attack from a foreign source,
while we unite with our leaders and our fellow citizens so we can fight a vicious foreign aggression, we must still keep the above truth in mind. When we have defeated the foreign enemy, we will still have to resist the enemies of freedom in our own nation.

We have already seen politicians and bureaucrats demanding that we give up more of our rights to privacy, communication, and even speech as part of the cost of winning the war against terrorism. A whole new enforcement apparatus in government called the "Office of Homeland Security" has been created. As they always do in a time of crisis, our politicians are asking us to trade freedom for tyranny.

Those of us who demand freedom know too well how such ideas, which sound good when first proposed, will still be in place long after the crisis has passed and will be used to the detriment of freedom. As an example of how that happens, we only have to look at the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (RICO) laws, which were originally developed to combat organized crime but are now used against Americans ranging from antiabortion and environmental activists to doctors who arrange for private payment for their services. At the same time, politicians are brushing aside suggestions that we return to the well-proven solution to defeating both criminals and terrorists—the armed citizen.

Terrorism will not be defeated by limiting freedom. Indeed, the limitations on our freedom to bear arms directly contributed to the ease with which the terrorism of September 11 was committed. The sad fact of history is that in every war our nation has fought, there have been government officials who saw the conflict as an opportunity to limit the freedom of American citizens in order to ensure their own positions and perks of power.

**What Our Government Was Supposed to Be**

Those who wrote the Constitution of the United States expected that document to strictly limit the government in what it could do with the power the people bestowed on it. The Constitution set up a limited government as an association of equal and free citizens. Each citizen was guaranteed freedom to do anything he chose so long as he didn’t use force against another citizen except in self-defense. While laws could be enacted by majority vote of elected representatives, the majority could not pass any law to take advantage of any minority or deny any individual any basic human right, as set forth in the Bill of Rights.

The Constitution was supposed to limit what elected leaders could do so that it wouldn’t matter much who held office. Elected officials would not be very important people except in time of war. Elected officials would not win elections by pitting one group of citizens against another. Leaders would not be people who would tell any lie, promise anything to anyone, and spend as much money getting elected as they could collect from the fools who believed their promises.

Those who formed our federal and state governments knew that the citizens of the new country would have to be constantly alert to protect their freedoms. Every single day, politicians, authoritarians, the lazy, the weak, and the easily frightened would be maneuvering to find ways to change such a free society into something less free. As Benjamin Franklin told a woman after the Constitution was drafted, we had a Republic... if we could keep it.

**How Things Went Wrong**

American politicians quickly discovered that they could keep themselves in office and expand their personal power by playing one group of voters against another. They eventually sold the idea that the majority of voters had the right to decide what everyone else will do, even if big chunks of the minority didn’t want to give up their afternoon drinks, their target pistols, their snowmobiles, their gas-guzzling SUVs, or their right to spend all the money they earned in the way they wanted.

Elected officials learned that the majority was all too willing
to tax an economically successful minority for its own advantage. The United States, led by self-seeking politicians and a professional cadre of bureaucratic parasites, began the drift that has been twisting our country into a new form of tyranny—democratic mob tyranny. As politicians granted more and more privileges to different groups while playing them off against each other, we found ourselves increasingly less in control of our own lives until we found ourselves in the situation we are in today—weighed down by a crushing burden of taxes, laws, and regulations everywhere we turn.

The Cultural Disease of Supreme Government

The American political system can be compared with a patient suffering from a parasitic disease. The carriers of the disease are elected politicians, those who hope to replace them, and those who expect to gain personal advantage from a supreme central government. Each of the three factions hopes to control the power of government force by convincing voters to depend on the politicians instead of their own efforts, hard work, and creativity. Each individual who learns to depend on government ceases to be a productive citizen and begins living off the plunder stolen from the productive citizens through taxes. As the disease spreads through the body politic, the productive class dwindles while the parasites multiply. Decreasing numbers of producers must pay larger percentages of their income to support the ever-growing parasitic class (and I am not only referring to people on welfare rolls—corporations and rich executives benefit hugely from government subsidies and favors).

If the spread of the disease is not halted, the entire system must eventually collapse. Before that happens, government officials must place greater limits on the freedoms of the productive citizens in order to force them to keep producing the wealth that the entire system depends on. Eventually this must lead to total tyranny as political leaders attempt to forestall the inevitable collapse and death of the system. While increasing the misery, the tyranny will only postpone the collapse but not prevent it from eventually happening.

The truth is that too many Americans don’t see a problem with any of this. They don’t give a damn whether they are free or not but only whether they are safe or not. They only care about how much more they can get from the government than what they have to pay in as taxes. They welcome democratic mob tyranny because they are a part of the mob, believing that the system will make them safe, comfortable, happy, and free from all fears.

A Terrorist Wake-up Call to War

Throughout history, tyrants gained power through force of arms. They conquered people, subdued and enslaved them, then ruled them for life. The death of the tyrant didn’t end the misery but only passed the leadership on to his heir. The only way the tyranny could end was in its conquest by another power or by violent revolution.

It does no good to murder those close to a tyrant. Nor does it do any good to murder thousands of his subjects in hopes of forcing him to give up power. A totalitarian ruler can easily suffer the death of hundreds of thousands of his subjects and the abject misery of all the rest as long as enough of them remain alive to produce the wealth required to support his lifestyle and purchase the allegiance of his personal guards and military forces.

We only have to look at the historical example of Nazi Germany, where no one could surrender until Adolf Hitler chose death rather than capture by the Soviet army. A more recent example is Saddam Hussein, who still holds power in Iraq despite the terrible loss of life in two great wars and the growing misery of his people caused by the United Nations’ embargo undertaken in the hopes of fomenting revolt inside Iraq.
Democratic mob tyranny—in which elected politicians rule for only as long as they can convince the majority of the voting population to keep them in office—presents a different situation than the traditional totalitarian forms. With mob democracy, politicians must worry about the safety and contentment of the population because they need their votes to stay in power. This makes the system much more fragile than the old-fashioned one-man-rule tyrannies. Once enough people in the mob lose faith in the ability of elected officials to live up to their promises, their hold on power can collapse at any moment. If the officials can’t correct the situation that caused the loss of faith with better propaganda or more payoffs, they almost certainly will lose the next election, if they last even that long.

As long as the mob of voters is behind him, the democratic tyrant has an almost unbreakable hold on his power. We can see how this has played out in the cases of two U.S. presidents: Dick Nixon and Willy Jeff Clinton. Nixon, largely because of protests over the Vietnam War, had lost the support of the majority of American voters. As a result, his conviction for abuse of power during the Watergate affair was such a sure thing that he didn’t bother to stick around for a House vote on impeachment, let alone a Senate trial.

Clinton, on the other hand, had the support of the majority of the voters despite clear evidence that he was guilty of the charges in the House articles of impeachment. Too many Americans continued to believe the lies Willy Jeff was pitching about welfare programs, free health care, and new government jobs for those too lazy or incompetent to find jobs in the free enterprise system. Therefore, due to political pressure from the mob, the Senate buckled and voted against an impeachment trial.

Mobs can change directions, and sometimes they do suddenly and unexpectedly. When large numbers of citizens lose their faith in the politicians who rule them, they can get so angry that they take to the streets. When that happens, the tyrants who have been leading the mob can suddenly find themselves in serious trouble and soon out of a job and on the run. We saw this occur in the Philippines when mobs poured into the streets demanding an end to the corrupt Marcos regime. In the past 30 years, it also happened in Thailand, South Korea, Chile, Argentina, and Iran.

More recently, much to the surprise of our wonderful wizards of foreign affairs in Washington, it suddenly started happening throughout the communist world. In the Soviet Union, East Germany, Poland, Romania, Albania, Estonia, and in every other communist country except three, mobs of citizens lost their faith in the promises of their tyrannical leaders and took to the streets to demand a new world without the old bankrupt, corrupt system. It even almost happened in Red China until the fledgling freedom movement was crushed in Tiananmen Square in 1989.

There was little or no armed revolution in most of the countries where such spontaneous revolts occurred. All that happened was that the mob that had once cheered the tyrants realized that their promises would never be fulfilled and that things were going to keep deteriorating for as long as those politicians held power. People without arms or leaders moved into the streets in massive numbers to demand their freedom, and freedom is what they got.

What We Can Do to Make That Happen Here

So you live in this great country but you don’t like the high taxes, the heavy-handed regulation of your business, the government welfare system (both individual and corporate), what public schools are doing to your children, the drinking laws of your state, the war on drugs, or the daily hassle of government intruding in your life whenever you turn around. You know something is terribly wrong and you fear it will get worse, but you don’t know how to start on the road back to freedom.

Should you start killing IRS agents or blowing up govern-
ment buildings in the name of freedom? Of course not! This book isn’t written for psychos who wrap themselves in the rhetoric of freedom to justify the murder of innocents. This book is written for the ordinary guy or gal who wants to take back control of his or her own life and who is willing to take some risks to do it.

We still have a few things going in our favor. We have free elections, and there is relative freedom of the press, freedom to assemble, freedom of religion, freedom to petition the government, and the right to trial by jury with legal counsel. Just about anybody can start a political movement to try to get freedom back without worrying too much about government reprisals. A politician may sic the IRS dogs on you, but you don’t have to worry about being hauled off to a concentration camp or face a summary firing squad (at least not yet).

And there’s another major point that for now appears to be working in our favor. Politicians have to have the enormous wealth a free economy produces in order to steal enough in taxes to pay off the promises they make to get elected. This gives us a timeframe in which we can use nonviolent means for dealing with our politicians in ways that will limit their ability to control us through force and fraud.

If we do not take advantage of this time to win freedom back with nonviolent means, our only choice will eventually be a bloody fight for freedom or total submission to democratic mob tyranny. Instead, we have to find ways to destroy faith in supreme government. We have to convince our friends, co-workers, and neighbors that supreme government is a bad deal, that money lost to taxes is money spent on parasites, and that much of the misery people suffer in this country is the direct result of government action. We have to encourage those who currently love their tyrants to see the incredible amount of abuse, waste, and fraud that takes place in the name of government and to get as mad as we are.

Don’t Try to Get Your Freedom Back by Organizing

I know that sounds strange and goes against everything you have ever been told about the importance of organizing, the need to play on a winning team, and how there is strength in numbers. The problem is that the first thing that any organization has to have is leaders, and that is what no free individual wants to have. Leaders give orders and commands that must be obeyed. People who want to lead revolutions don’t want to make you free. They want to be your new masters. That’s why it is not necessary to join an organization to fight tyranny.

A truly free society is disorganized. In a free society, everyone does exactly what he wants to do and takes orders from nobody. Nobody is in charge. Free people don’t do what they are told; they only do what they are asked when it is in their own interest or because the person asking also offers something of value like a cash payment, a job, a quick favor, or even love.

Some might think such a disorganized society would be easy to conquer, but it is not. Any society in which people refuse to cooperate unless they agree it’s to their own advantage to do so can’t be governed except with the permission of all the people or by the massive application of force. It is the “ordered” societies, where people are used to doing what they are told to do, that are easy to take over and govern.

How This Book Fits In

This book describes how individuals can carry out personal campaigns that, when combined with similar campaigns by hundreds and thousands of other individuals, will give those who hold political power so much trouble they will soon regret the day they stole freedom.

If you are the only person in the country who does these things, you get the personal satisfaction of knowing that there is one free human being left. If a lot of other people start doing the
same things, we will have an invisible insurgency of freedom. It will be an insurgency that parasitic politicians and their armed enforcers won’t be able to put down because they won’t be able to find it. There won’t be any leaders to arrest, no places to send their armed troops, no organizations to infiltrate, no captured insurgents to parade before the media, no activists that the thugs of the IRS, FBI, BATF, OSHA, EPA, or the new Office of Homeland Security can target for reprisals.

The total sum of thousands of individual acts frustrating the political leaders will give the appearance of a massive organization. The tyrants will look for leaders who aren’t there, secret headquarters that don’t exist, and couriers that carry no messages. Instead, all there will be is the invisible resisters, multiplied thousands of times. Once there are enough of them, the time will come when just one of them will initiate the final event in the reign of tyranny. Then others will follow, and suddenly the streets of America will be clogged with people demanding freedom.

We have one more thing going for us. Even though freedom lovers are always in a minority, they are the most productive, hardest working, creative, and intelligent people in the society. That means that once they begin to resist tyrannical rule instead of cooperating with it, they will have an impact far beyond their small numbers.

An Important Warning

In the following pages I describe a number of individual actions that are still legal in this country and which help protect the personal freedom of anyone taking such action. I also describe actions some people are already taking that are illegal and could result in their arrest and imprisonment. Finally, I discuss acts of open rebellion and insurrection which might someday be the only hope of ever regaining a free society. Any descriptions of current illegal activity or possible future acts of insurrection are provided for academic study only. The author neither recommends nor advocates that any individual engage in such activities. Indeed, it is the author’s conviction that the best way to regain lost freedom is to use every possible legal, nonviolent maneuver without engaging in illegal or violent acts of any kind.

1. For ease of language, the author will use the masculine when referring to unidentified individuals. Such a person could, of course, as easily be a woman as a man.

2. North Korea, North Vietnam, and Cuba. China remains a communist country, but only because the leadership has managed to suppress the same kind of sudden public outburst of discontent. Even so, as a result of the Tiananmen Square protests, Chinese leaders were forced to significantly increase the freedoms allowed their citizens to keep the lid on more spontaneous revolt.

3. Only one-third of the population in the thirteen American colonies supported the Revolution. Another third supported the British, and the rest tried not to get involved at all.
What is a good citizen? Tyrants describe good citizens as loyal subjects who obey the law—every law—without question. A tyrant’s good citizen works hard and pays taxes, even if there’s nothing left over to feed the kids. Such a good citizen never complains, no matter how stupid or crude a government official treats him or her. Give a tyrant enough such good citizens and he will rule forever, fat and happy, while his subjects sweat, suffer, toil, and die in needless wars to make sure the tyrant keeps living the good life.

Tyrants and their lackeys spend a great deal of time and effort trying to convince the people they rule that a moral person must be a good citizen. Back in the Dark Ages they called it the “divine right of kings.” Nowadays they call it patriotic duty, or civic responsibility, or the right thing to do, but it all adds up to the argument that any decent, honorable person must put the
interests of all the people—that really means the interests of the man in charge—above their own personal interests.

Bad Citizens Live Better Lives

A true constitutional republic has free citizens, not good citizens. When people wake up and realize that they don't enjoy all the freedom they have a right to, the first thing they can do is stop being good citizens.

Any tyrant who has a country full of bad citizens has got a problem. A tyrant has all sorts of ways to deal with a rebel, a criminal, a jungle fighter, an insurgent, or a political activist. Those people stand out. They are easily identified, almost like they have signs hung around their necks. One finds such people in dark alleys, basements, forests, jungles, and jails. But how does a tyrant tell a bad citizen from a good citizen? Bad citizens, after all, are not bad people. They, too, want to eat, so they'll keep on working at the factory or the office, or planting the potato crop, or playing the stock market, or creating a new business, or doing whatever else it takes to make a living.

What bad citizens won't do is help the government make their lives miserable. They continually try to maximize their own personal freedom. They ignore, evade, or break any bad laws to get that freedom. Yet they do so in ways that allow them to remain invisible to the tyrants, who want only good citizens living in the land.

Bad citizens file their income tax returns but cheat while minimizing the risks of getting caught. A bad citizen turns the heat up when the government says the heat should be turned down. Bad citizens lose their census forms, or fill them out incorrectly. They arm themselves for self-defense with the kinds of weapons they want, not what politicians say they can have.

Bad citizens don't spend all their time trying to make the work of the government more difficult, but they don't sacrifice their own pleasures or happiness just because some political leader tells them the sacrifices are in the common good.

Bad Citizens Can Be Patriots as Well as Good Neighbors

Just because someone doesn't love bad politicians and would-be tyrants doesn't mean he doesn't love his country. Nor does it mean he is a bad neighbor. People who love freedom love the land, the nation, and the neighborhood they live in. They will be the first to fight criminals, terrorists, or invading armies. They will always be among the first to cooperate with friends and neighbors in achieving mutually desired goals. They will be tolerant but not nosy, always willing to allow others to exercise their freedom in all things. They will be the best neighbors.

Too Many Bad Citizens Make Bad Government Impossible

The one big reason why the Soviet Union never worked very well, and eventually collapsed under the weight of massive economic failures, was that too many Soviet citizens realized they were never going to get a fair share out of socialism. They stopped being good citizens of a bad government. They started looking out for themselves rather than the good of the state.

Smart citizens don't get caught being bad. They keep what they do a secret. They don't brag to their friends and neighbors about what bad citizens they are. They don't tell the mayor or a county commissioner how proud they are to be bad citizens. They know that to remain free they must be invisible as far as government officials are concerned.

The more bad citizens there are, the harder it is for the people who steal freedom to stay in power. The tyrant's problem is that he is always outnumbered. He has guns and the thugs to use them. He can build jails, concentration camps, and forced labor detention centers. He has spies and informants and the ability to tap phone lines and search anywhere he chooses. But he can't
put everybody in jail. He has to have people to till the fields, drive the trucks, work in the factories, and staff his bureaucracy and enforcement agencies. So he has to convince most of the people that life isn’t all that bad and that there is hope of a better future.

The tyrant will go after the visible troublemakers, the guys who loudly announce they will no longer pay taxes, those who defy the law in front of witnesses and then hole up in an armed compound with a few friends and wait for government enforcers to come and get them, or the ones who fight government from the hills. Those kind of people are easy to identify and kill or cart off to prisons. With no newspapers daring to tell the truth about the tyrant, with nobody willing to talk out loud, the tyrant will count on good citizens to continue to act like good citizens once they see what the tyrant can do to bad citizens he can identify.

Good Citizens Make Tyrants Possible

Nazi Germany wasn’t filled with people who wanted to throw Jews and Gypsies into gas chambers, make slaves of Eastern Europeans, or rule the world from Berlin. Nazi Germany was filled with good citizens who wanted a political leader they could believe in. In the beginning, even the Jews thought that if they would be good citizens, obeying every law and order, they could survive what was coming.

Hitler did everything he could to make all good German citizens think they were better off with him in charge, even if they did have to give up a few freedoms. Hitler was more frightened that all those Germans might stop being good citizens than he was of the Allied armies. He catered to the citizens, he entertained them, he promised them better things. And most Germans kept being good citizens right up to the bitter end.

Cuba, North Korea, China, Vietnam, Iran, and Iraq are filled with good citizens hoping that by being good citizens they will help things get better. Only things keep getting worse. The good citizen works harder but gets less to eat, enjoys life less, and has less hope for a better future. Good citizens brag about working within the system to change things, but nothing ever changes that much.

The only time things get better in a country run by tyrants is when lots of people start acting like bad citizens. Back in the days of the Soviet Union, farmers started cheating on the time they spent in the collective fields so that they could spend more time working small private patches where they got to keep or sell what they grew. Eventually those private patches were the only thing that prevented mass starvation.

In Poland, a lot of good citizens got fed up with the continuing misery resulting from total government control of the economy. So they walked off the job in support of a strike organized by an illegal union. For the first time in years, a bit of freedom started to creep in. The government tried hard to stamp that out, but eventually the bad citizens won the day.

Before it actually happened, very few students of the communist world ever expected that it would collapse under its own weight in what was an almost peaceful event. That’s because they never saw the invisible resistance that was bubbling through Eastern Europe. As the pot of misery boiled over, more and more people living in those countries started acting like bad citizens. Then one day, all those bad citizens for some reason spontaneously poured into the streets to demand that the tyrants get out of town.

Terrorists Don’t Like Bad Citizens Either

Terrorists expect that the people they target will be helpless to defend themselves, people who won’t be armed with weapons or prepared to fight back. They expect people who are conditioned to be victims, who cringe in fear when confronted by those who threaten them with violence if orders are not obeyed. They expect people who will silently sit and wait for someone
else to save them. On the other hand, a person with the attitude of a bad citizen is the last thing a terrorist wants to face when he tries to perpetrate his evil deeds.

**Bad Citizens Have Kept America as Free as It Still Is**

In this country, people who were not being allowed the freedom they demanded and deserved have repeatedly turned into bad citizens. Every time enough Americans joined in such an invisible insurgency, freedom won the day.

The best historical example of bad citizens serving the cause of freedom was the Underground Railroad, which helped thousands of fugitive slaves make a run to freedom. The Underground Railroad began when a small number of individuals decided that slavery was so wrong they were willing to commit a felony to help slaves escape their masters.

The Underground Railroad was a totally chaotic system, composed of hundreds of individuals, each acting on his own, cooperating only with others he trusted, and almost always with no supervision from any leader. The chaotic nature of the system was what made it so difficult for law enforcement officers to deal with it. Arresting one individual only created a small hole in the net that was quickly filled by others. Most of those who participated in the endeavor were never identified. The Underground Railroad was invisible resistance to tyranny.

In 1919, a majority of the voters in the United States decided they knew what was best for everyone and passed the Eighteenth Amendment, taking away the freedom of a man to relax with a beer after an honest day’s work. Hundred of thousands in this great country chose to be bad citizens. They didn’t organize themselves into a “let’s bring back the booze” political party. They didn’t stage massive sit-ins that interrupted the life of a lot of other people. They didn’t start blowing up police stations. All they did was keep on drinking alcohol. Other bad citizens were more than willing to smuggle or distill or brew the booze and sell it for a profit. It took until 1933, but the social manipulators and the do-gooders finally gave up and agreed to throw out the “Great Experiment,” and tens of thousands of people went back to being good citizens, at least as far as taking a drink was concerned.

In the 1960s, black people in the South got fed up with sitting in the back of the bus, getting chased away from the voting polls, and being turned away from the best restaurants and hotels, no matter how much money they had in their pockets. So they started acting like bad citizens. They sat where they pleased, even when threatened with retaliatory violence from the police and politicians of the day. They organized huge voter registrations drives, and when their lives were threatened by racist mobs or organizations such as the Ku Klux Klan for doing so, brave blacks armed themselves and shot back in self-defense. Now a black man can go into any public facility he wants, can vote for whoever he wants to, and can eat where he pleases.

In the 1970s, Dick Nixon gave us the 55-mile-an-hour speed limit, which was absurd on most of the major highways in the United States, especially those in the West. Large numbers of drivers not only kept right on driving at higher speeds, but they figured out the best ways to beat the system. A new industry was born and grew rich by selling truckers and motorists radar detectors and citizen band (CB) radios so they could help each other keep track of the movements and locations of the highway cops. Eventually so many people were driving faster, especially on many of the interstate routes, that all enforcement efforts became a joke. It took more than 25 years for the petty tyrants in Congress to admit the inevitable, and now people in most western states can drive at 75 miles an hour or more and do it legally.

There are still invisible insurgencies going on today. The Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), other federal enforcement agencies, and state and local police department spend billions of tax dollars each year trying to stamp out the use of recreational drugs. Yet every year the price of illegal
drugs goes down while availability goes up. Anybody who wants to smoke pot, shoot smack, or do a bit of ecstasy can do so any place in the United States.

The people who tout the totalitarian principle of gun control keep telling us that the majority of Americans want some kind of restriction on private firearm ownership. The number of laws that have already been passed limiting gun ownership is staggering, and new laws create whole classes of new criminals who refuse to comply with them. They don’t surrender their assault rifles in California, they carry concealed weapons without bothering to register, and they buy guns from underground sources by the thousands.

So what! No majority in a free country has the right to take away the freedoms of any minority. That’s what freedom is all about, and owning a gun is a damn good way to help make sure nobody starts interfering with your personal freedom. As long as the people who understand and believe that principle insist on keeping their guns, no matter what the law says, we are going to be able to keep them.

Bad Citizens Get Good Laws

After years of steadily spiraling upward, our taxes are finally starting to come down. That’s not because it’s what Congress and the president really want. They have no choice. Americans used to be pretty good taxpayers until things got out of hand and the government became a leviathan of inefficiency, corruption, and unbridled power. Many of our fellow citizens finally woke up and realized that the political frauds in Congress were financing a power trip on the backs of the taxpayers.

So a whole lot of taxpayers have turned into bad citizens. They figure every angle, both legal and illegal, to reduce their own taxes. We are now a nation of tax avoiders and evaders. Every increase in the tax structure is matched or exceeded by losses as more ordinary middle class citizens figure out ways to cheat on their taxes. Millions of Americans and more millions of illegal immigrants work off the books and never file a tax return on what they earn. Others report income the government already knows about but don’t report any income the IRS won’t learn about through their vicious 1099 forms. The elected officials’ only choice is to try and convince us through lowering tax rates that things are fair once again. It’s another example of bad citizens making good government.

Think of all the other laws that are regularly violated in this country by hundreds of thousands of Americans. Every day across the country, Americans by the thousands

- hire illegal aliens;
- pay for sex with prostitutes;
- engage in illegal gambling;
- produce, trade in, or use illegal drugs;
- drive with no driver’s license or liability insurance;
- poach wildlife;
- use insider information when buying stocks;
- work without required professional licenses;
- drive after having a few drinks;
- smuggle goods to avoid states sale taxes;
- operate illegal radio stations;
- ignore copyright laws by making copies of favorite movies;
- shoot off illegal fireworks on the Fourth of July;
- spank their kids;
- cheat on their income taxes;
- let their teenage children drink wine at the dinner table; and
- carry concealed weapons without a permit.

You might not personally approve of all of these illegal activities. Neither do I. But each example demonstrates how much we are a nation of bad citizens. That’s why we still have as much freedom as we do. If more Americans start doing this kind of thing, maybe our politicians will finally begin to under-
stand that you can’t take an American’s freedom away and
make it stick.

Our Political Leaders Have Made Us All Criminals

In the modern United States, our federal and state leaders
impose so many laws, restrictions, regulations, and requirements
on us that government enforcers can build a criminal case against
almost anyone they have identified as a serious threat to their
continued hold on power. You don’t even have to be a real
threat to them if they can use you as an example to show their
power over the rest of us. Look what happened to the family of
Randy Weaver and the followers of David Koresh.

Let any politician, political appointee, law enforcement
officer, or other government supremacist discover that you
openly advocate limited constitutional government and you
will immediately be labeled a terrorist, a gun nut, a racist, a
right-wing extremist, or some other hateful epithet that puts
you in a category of people deserving the full weight of gov-
ernment violence. Once you have been demonized, then they
will start looking for some law violation that you probably didn’t
even know existed. It may be the IRS, OSHA, FCC, DEA, BATF, or the local sheriff out to bust you for a violation of the
building code or sanitation laws, but someone will eventually
be coming after you.

Every Bad Citizen Is an Invisible Resister of Tyranny

No government can arrest 20 percent of its population,
shoot 25 percent of its workforce, or hire every third citizen as a
police officer. In even the most tyrannical regime, any individual
who decides to avoid and evade the government will be able to
achieve a much greater degree of personal freedom than those
who openly confront it. Sadly, I know human nature well
enough to conclude that many people are too frightened to take
even the minimal risks involved in being a bad citizen of a tyran-
nical government.

But let’s suppose that 5 or maybe even 10 percent of the cit-
izens in any unfree country decided that they would not only
maximize their own personal freedom but would begin resisting
the leaders who took their freedoms away in every way possible
short of initiating violence. How long could any government
survive if that many people, acting independently and without
organization, started to commit invisible acts of resistance
against their oppressors?

For anyone living in a country where politicians limit per-
sonal freedom, learning to be a bad citizen is just the first step to
greater freedom. It gets one used to defying authority, ignoring
orders, and looking out for oneself instead of the political frauds
who take freedom away. More important perhaps, it gets a per-
son used to acting in secret, covertly doing things that improve
his personal situation while screwing up the system. He also
learns to be proud of what he is doing, but without having to
brag about it.

The very essence of becoming an invisible resister to tyranny
is to avoid drawing the attention of the enemy while going about
the business of maximizing one’s own personal freedom. An
invisible resister to tyranny looks for every opportunity to with-
hold cooperation and to engage in secret acts of civil disobedi-
ence in ways that keep the enforcers from identifying the offend-
er. Just how far one will go in ignoring or breaking the law in
striving to maximize freedom is a personal choice that must be
made by every individual.

What It Takes to Be Invisible

Those engaged in invisible resistance are invisible because
they are living peaceful, happy, and successful lives without
drawing the unfriendly attention of any government agent.
They have learned to play the system to their own personal
advantage. To all outside observers they appear to be living an ordinary life. They go to work and have good reputations with their employers, or they run a business with contented customers. They live in comfortable homes, drive safe vehicles, have a happy home life, get along with neighbors, and pay their just debts. They carry driver’s licenses, and they have Social Security numbers, checking and savings accounts, investments, and credit cards. They even file tax returns and pay income tax on at least part of what they make.

They never deliberately call public attention to themselves, and they only provide personal information when there is a clear economic advantage for doing so or there is an unavoidable legal requirement. Even so, their names will be in the national databases because there is almost no way to live well in modern American without that happening. However, if government agents look in those databases for their names, all they will find will be evidence of legitimate economic activity. There will be no reports of arrests, convictions, or outstanding warrants; no bankruptcies, civil suits, or bad credit dealings.

This is the secret of invisible resistance to tyranny. Those who understand it will be able to move through society without making any waves, even though they are ignoring or breaking dozens of laws. They can travel in any direction with no fear of interference. The can pass through a government checkpoint with no more than a nod from the officer checking their documents. They can engage in any activity inside the walls of their own home or any space they control with no fear of discovery.

They may be hiding fugitives in their bedrooms, plotting schemes in their dining rooms, building outlawed guns in their basements, or running a spy ring to collect evidence of political corruption. Yet no matter what they do in secret, no one outside their immediate circle of fellow invisible resisters will have any reason to suspect them of being anything but peaceful, law-abiding citizens.

1. One example of this took place in Monroe, North Carolina, in 1957, when the president of the local chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) was given a charter for an official National Rifle Association (NRA) gun club, where blacks were encouraged to learn armed self-defense. Some NAACP members used these skills on the night of October 5, 1957, when they fired in self-defense upon a large Ku Klux Klan motorcade that had arrived at the home of Dr. Albert Perry, a leading civil rights leader in that area.
We obviously do not live in a free society when we have a government that forces us to pay taxes that are then used to feed the lazy, subsidize the lifestyles of the already wealthy, provide health care to the improvident, and finance the indoctrination of our own children. Our own money is also used to prohibit us from engaging in all sorts of activities from starting a business without some bureaucrat’s permission to engaging in various recreational activities that would hurt no one but ourselves.

At the same time, we do not live in a totalitarian society in which government agents make all the personal decisions for every citizen. We can travel in any direction and buy or sell just about any product or service we want or can provide to others. Indeed, with the exception of paying taxes, the compulsory education of our children, and the tight control over medical care
and the pharmaceutical industry, we make almost all of our daily personal decisions without any interference from any government agent. We decide where we will live and work, what we will eat, how we will grow it or buy it, what we will do for fun, what and where we will worship, how we will spend our free time, and, with some limits, what we will do for recreation.

In such a society, the first thing each freedom lover should do is to make the most of all the freedom that can be grabbed while learning how to resist democratic tyranny and regain the freedoms we have lost. Even the new threat of terrorism does not alter this situation. Indeed, to stop any or all desirable activities because of a fear of terrorism is to give in to the goals of the terrorists!

There are four steps we can all take to begin the process of protecting our freedoms and resisting the tyranny of a democratic mob, even while we help defend ourselves and our country from foreign-based terrorism:

1. Maximize personal freedom.
2. Get educated about freedom and how our politicians are taking it away.
4. Spread the truth about the advantages of freedom to others.

**Step 1: Maximize Personal Freedom**

As bad as our elected politicians are, they are not responsible for all the misery in our lives. Most Americans who complain about their lack of freedom are not in that fix because of the threat of government violence but because of some other fear. They may fear the disapproval or anger of family, friends, neighbors, priests, or even strangers. They may fear economic failure, loss of income, injury, and death by disease, accident, crime, or terrorism. They may fear a final judgment, or even crowds, heights, or enclosed spaces.

All too often, many haven’t even figured out what they really want. Others want something that is impossible to obtain: they want the love of someone who loves another person; they want to succeed in a profession for which they have no natural talent; they want to find a get-rich-quick scheme; or they dream of achieving happiness by winning a fortune playing the lottery, slot machines, or the race track.

Others don’t set their own priorities as to what is most important for success and happiness and what they can do without. Instead, they go through life acting on the impulse of the moment. They lose freedom of future choice because they make bad choices in the present. They marry the wrong person or, worse, make babies with someone they don’t want to marry at all. They go into debt to buy things they don’t need. They can’t distinguish between what they must have to survive and what they want because everyone else wants it. They stay stuck in a job they hate because they fear failure more than they want happiness.

People who fit into any of the above categories don’t have to worry about government thugs locking them up. They are already in cages of their own making. Indeed, such people become easy prey for a political tyrant who will promise them a new world order more to their liking if they will only do what they’re told. Instead of looking for freedom, these are the people who happily march to the drumbeat of tyrants like Hitler, Lenin, Mao, the mullahs, and whomever will be elected our next president.

Before challenging the violent threats of tyrannical politicians and their hired thugs, you must first solve all the other problems that prevent you from maximizing your own freedom of action. Resolve your problems with your family, your job, your friends, your credit rating, and your own emotional fears. Discover what it is you really want, what you can actually achieve, and what you will have to give up in the process.

Each individual must make up his own mind about how he can best maximize his own freedom. Your life is your own to
live as you see fit. If you make bad or misguided decisions, it is you who will suffer the consequences. For those who never learn to admit their mistakes and start over, those consequences may follow them to the grave. Most often, the consequences will not be violence or the threat of violence. They will be lost opportunities, frustration, out-of-control debt, bad health due to vicious habits, loss of employment, financial failure, and destructive personal relationships. These are problems you have to solve on your own.

No one should set out to solve the problems of political tyranny until he has solved the personal problems of his own creation. When you have done that, you will be ready to start challenging the political tyrants trying to control your life.

Step 2: Get Educated about Freedom

As has been proven time and again, to alter the government in this country does not take violence, but education. My job is to get the country back into believing and living under the supreme law of the Constitution, not to kill those who are leading the country astray.

– Peter McWilliams

Almost all of us who want freedom were indoctrinated at some point in our lives by government supremacists. We went to government schools, we studied in colleges under professors who advocated government supremacy, we read the government supremacist propaganda in the daily newspaper, and we watched the government supremacist news on television. We may have grown up in families that believed the lies and myths, and we were surrounded by relatives, friends, and co-workers who shared those beliefs. Yet somehow we broke out of the pack and discovered a true love of freedom.

The way that happened is different for each of us. For some, it may have been the frustration of wanting something that was forbidden. We began to wonder why such a thing was forbidden, and the more we examined the situation, the more we realized that there was no good reason why our desire should be denied. For others it may have been a more intellectual enterprise. We discovered the writings of Ayn Rand, Ludwig von Mises, Frédéric Bastiat, F.A. Hayek, Milton Friedman, Harry Brown, or some other advocate of freedom.

However it started, each of us began a journey of self-education that we will continue for the rest of our lives. Added to that, education has become easier than ever in the computer age. While most of us once had to depend on the government supremacist press and broadcast media for our news, the Internet now offers dozens of different alternative news sources, some of which are deeply committed to the ideal of freedom.

Everyone who wants freedom enough to fight for it should learn as much as possible about the process of living free, even in an unfree society. Such an education should include both the practical aspects of living free and the philosophical justifications of freedom.

The fact that the reader is holding this book in his hands is evidence of a desire to learn more about freedom and how to get it. Learning how to avoid the attention of government thugs while living free will be a lifelong task of continuing education. The suggestions made in this book should be considered only the beginning of such an education.

One of the most practical aspects of getting educated in the modern world is learning to understand and utilize the tools of the new electronic age. Acquire and learn how to use a personal computer if you have not already done so. No other single thing you can do will be more important in extending your education and your ability to covertly support the cause of freedom. With a computer and an Internet connection, you will have instant access to a vast database of knowledge and information that will make you a more effective invisible freedom fighter.

A computer allows you to do the following:
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- Research laws, regulations, and hundreds of different databases on politicians, government, and both the enemies and friends of freedom
- Find news stories and background information on politicians and bureaucrats that are not covered in the government supremacist media
- Communicate by a phone connection with any other computer anywhere in the world using secure encryption
- Produce flyers, handouts, letters, and information sheets that can be distributed covertly
- Store encrypted personal data and information without fear of discovery by overreaching law enforcement agencies or other enemies
- Learn about the use of firearms, the construction of weapons, and the techniques of resistance

If you are still a computer novice, once you get on the Internet, learn to use the search engines like Yahoo, Excite, Lycos, Google, and AltaVista. Then start searching for information on these different subjects:

- Encryption, PGP, computer security, TEMPEST Attack
- Liberty, libertarian, freedom, Constitution, Bill of Rights
- Second Amendment, free speech, property rights, gun control
- Militias, conspiracies
- Separation of state and school, home education, educational reform, school choice
- CIA, FBI, BATF, OSHA, FCC, and any other government agency that is threatening your freedom
- State and local government agencies
- The names of public enemies of freedom, including all politicians, leaders of special interest groups, journalists, and media figures

The Internet is a wonderful thing, but what government creates, government can destroy. Therefore, learn how to communicate with computers by telephone without going through the Internet. Anyone who is doing anything he wants to keep secret should avoid the Internet and use direct computer-to-computer telephone connections along with the best encryption method available. After mastering encryption, learn how to protect your personal data and how to defeat electronic attacks on your equipment.

Step 3: Build Networks of Freedom

Search out and identify others who share your commitment to freedom and who understand how and why we lost the limited government that was supposed to be our best defense of freedom. Finding people who share this belief is not always easy. Like you, others have learned that the best way to maximize personal freedom is to avoid the attention of the government supremacists, especially those who hold enforcement power. But isolating us from each other is exactly what the enemies of freedom want to achieve.

To find others who share your views, start advertising yourself as a freedom advocate. The invisible resister of tyranny doesn't do this by parading in the street carrying protest signs, writing letters to elected representatives and newspapers, confronting politicians in public meetings, debating enemies of freedom in Internet chat groups, running for office as a third party candidate, joining a citizen militia movement, or engaging in such open acts of defiance and rebellion as refusing to use a Social Security card or work in a job where the employer collects withholding tax.

There are many freedom advocates who are doing such things, and I wish them all well. Likewise, I applaud anyone who chooses to follow their example. However, the only reason political leaders allow such highly visible rebels to continue to openly oppose big government is because they offer no serious threat to a system that is getting bigger and more powerful with every new law passed and every order given.

When the highly visible freedom advocates do succeed in
seriously threatening the power of the political establishment, they quickly learn the extreme measures that the enemy will take to keep the power it holds. When that happens, it will be the freedom advocates whom the tyrants don’t know exist who will have to man the barricades in the fight for freedom.

Those who prefer the route of invisible resistance will have to find their potential allies one person at a time. The way to do this is to make it a point of letting everyone you meet in almost every social situation know where you stand on the issues of individual freedom. This is best done in one-on-one discussions or while engaging small groups of people in everyday social situations.

The purpose of this initial activity is not to convert others to the cause of freedom. What you want to do is find others who already believe in freedom and who don’t like what our elected officials have done with the power inherent in today’s big government.

To achieve this, do not go around demanding that people listen to your opinions. It is not even necessary to be the one who introduces politics into a conversation. Watch for opportunities and when the conversation turns to political elections, government programs, gun control, the war on drugs, welfare policies, the public school system, or any other subject concerned with freedom, state your position on the issue. Make it a short, simple statement, but put a bit of feeling into it.

Do not engage in long debates, and especially do not get drawn into confrontational arguments. Never advocate any illegal activity, make threats of violence, or brag about anything you might have done to frustrate big government. If given an opportunity, do offer a simple explanation for why you think supreme government must fail in the long run.

Doing this will not make you a lot of new friends. Indeed, you may find yourself being invited to fewer homes and social events. What is important is that sooner or later you will identify other people who share your views on freedom. As for the government supremacists you will encounter, even if one of them calls you a dirty name, then turns around and walks off, you have at least forced him to confront the fact that everyone doesn’t agree with the notion that big government is the answer to every human problem.

Identifying and Nurturing Contacts

You will soon learn to identify those who agree or at least sympathize with your positions. They will be the ones who voluntarily express their own disgust with big government or offer their opinions on why they think government doesn’t work. They may bring up things like the atrocity at Waco or the bloated perks enjoyed by members of Congress and bureaucrats. Maybe they’ll mention that they’ve read and enjoyed all the works of Ayn Rand or Claire Wolfe, or that they’re a member of Jews for the Preservation of Firearms Ownership, or that they’ve attended a Tyranny Response Team rally. It could be more subtle—nods of agreement, interjected words of support, or simply an obvious silent interest in what you have to say. These are the people you want to gravitate toward, feeling them out without alienating or pressuring them in any way.

When you make such a contact, get to know them better, and make them your new friends. Introduce them to the friends of freedom you already have, and meet their friends who also share a love of freedom. Look for ways to do things together that will enhance your and their enjoyment of life and freedom. Here are a few of the kinds of things you can do with friends who share such a love of freedom:

- Start a discussion or study group that meets regularly to study the issues of freedom.
- Organize an investment club or a self-help group for dealing with tax problems.
- Form a cooperative group of parents who home-school their children.
- Organize and run a private school.
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- Cooperate in a nongovernment community crime control project.
- Draw up a barter association for such things as baby-sitting care, home repairs, or legal or other professional services.
- Put together a circular news list sharing experiences and information on ways to maximize personal freedom.
- Form a political action committee with a specific goal, preferably with an impact on the local community.
- Form a sports or recreation group to watch sports, hunt, shoot, fish, bowl, bird watch, play poker, or whatever else pleases those in the group.
- Set up an e-mail message service to draw attention to problems and opportunities where individual action can maximize individual freedom.

Don’t make public announcements, openly advertise meetings, or tell anyone about the group who hasn’t demonstrated a keen interest in freedom. Don’t turn these kinds of activities into formalized organizations with elected or appointed leaders and officers. Don’t collect dues or attempt to raise funds to be used by the group for “good causes.” Anything the group does should be based on voluntary support of time and personal effort. These should be associations of friends, doing things together because each friend gets a worthwhile benefit from the effort they make.

Maybe it doesn’t even have to be that organized. Maybe the only thing you’ll want to do is get together once in a while to party or tell tall tales. It doesn’t really matter what you do together. What is important is that you put together a net of people you can trust and who share the same love of individual freedom that you hold dear. Until you have had the experience, you can’t imagine how nice it is to sit in a room full of people in which everyone agrees that our government has become the primary enemy of freedom in our lives.

Because this is a group of close friends who have learned over the years to trust each other, you will eventually be able to discuss anything relating to freedom and what can be done about illegal and unconstitutional government. As time passes, the network will extend far beyond your own circle of friends to include friends of your friends and then their friends. You will not know everyone in such a net, but you will be able to trust each of them just as you trust your immediate circle.

These are relationships that cannot be built overnight. It takes years. It was networks like these that formed the many links that made up the Underground Railroad. This kind of network can play an even greater role in any future emergency should the political frauds continue down their road to tyranny.

While such groups of trusted friends can prove to be a powerful tool for frustrating tyranny, they are invisible to the eyes of political leaders, their enforcers, and their supporters. There are no leaders to identify, no ways to infiltrate the system, nor even a way to determine that they exist at all.

Step 4: Spread the Truth to Others

Once you as a freedom lover have taken the above steps, then you are ready to start dealing with those who are still indoctrinated with the myths of supreme government. That will include a majority of just about everyone else you know.

It is easy to understand why so many people believe that supreme government is the answer to all human problems. For more than 150 years, political leaders have been pushing the idea that only they have the answers to all of society’s problems. Up until very recently, they were the only voices being heard. They still command our education systems and our media, but the tide is starting to turn back toward freedom-oriented solutions. We have to help that tide by spreading the truth in every way possible. We must always be ready to help others who don’t share our love of freedom to better understand why we feel so strongly about the subject.
Most people have never been challenged to think about the myths of supreme government. They have never had a chance to listen to the arguments for freedom. Once they are out of the public school system, they go through life on full automatic, never questioning what the school indoctrination personnel taught them and what politicians keep telling them. The only way they will ever learn the truth is if someone they like and respect tells them about such things. Yet all too often we pass up opportunities to educate others. Too many freedom advocates talk only to each other about these issues.

While invisible resisters might not qualify as good citizens, they should be good neighbors, cooperative co-workers, and enjoyable social acquaintances, the kind of people who mind their own business, make a decent living, and go out of the way to help someone in trouble that’s not of his or her own making.

When you start reaching out to friends, relatives, neighbors and co-workers who believe the myths of supreme government, you will talk with a lot of people who won’t agree with you. You don’t want to make such people think you are a dangerous nut likely to start shooting up the neighborhood. Instead, you want them puzzled by what you appear to be: a good neighbor who has what they believe to be strange ideas but who does not threaten their safety in any way. The more financially successful, emotionally well-adjusted, good-natured, and just plain happy you are, the more impact you will have on those you try to educate.

We must not stand dumb while others praise elected political leaders, welfare programs, government regulation, or the public school system. Instead, every invisible resister should consider him or herself to be a covert propaganda machine dropping doubts into the vacant minds of those who have never really thought about what supreme government is doing to us all.

The best kind of covert freedom propaganda is a comment or two dropped into a conversation in ways that do not provoke a loud argument but instead encourage new thoughts. If possible, tailor your remarks to fit the concerns of the person or the small group with whom you are talking. Even those who love big government get angry about some of the things elected officials and bureaucrats are doing to them. Whether it is someone complaining about the war on drugs, U.S. troops in foreign countries, waste in NASA, high taxes, tax breaks for the rich, welfare programs, the court system, oppressive government regulations on business, the probable collapse of the Social Security system before they start drawing payments, or the failure of the government-mandated health care system, you can start out by agreeing with their concerns and encouraging their complaints. Then add a comment or two explaining why such government programs must always fail.

Look for every opportunity to draw attention to the threat of violence that is behind every government law and action. I am constantly amazed at how many government supremacists totally ignore the fact that government is the legalized use of violence. Ask them why the government must use the threat of violence to collect taxes in order to solve the problems of the poor, farm families, the consumer, the drug addict, the gambler, or the failed investor, especially when all of the past programs, agencies, and funding have not worked to solve these ongoing problems.

If they don’t believe you, allow them to “discover” the truth by simply asking them what they think would happen if they chose to withhold a portion of their taxes for something they vehemently disapproved of, be it welfare programs at home, military adventuring abroad, or whatever. Their answer can only be that armed government enforcement agents will eventually come to their door and forcefully extract the money from them, put them in prison for refusing to comply, or both. And if they resist in the face of this forceful collection of tax money? They will be shot. Anyone who disagrees with this conclusion is being intellectually dishonest or naive in the extreme.

People will want to argue with you when you point out the violent nature of big government. Don’t fall into that trap. Smile and say something like, “I’m not trying to convince you that you are wrong, I’m just trying to let you know what I have conclud-
ed about the situation. I am opposed to government solutions because I am opposed to the use of violence in every situation except self-defense.”

Assure such people that you do understand their point of view. Indeed, you may well have held that point of view once yourself. Explain that you hope they will also try to understand your point of view. Rather than argue, offer to lend them a book (the shorter and more to the point, the better—nobody wants to be burdened with some 500-page tome, no matter how riveting you may have found it), or direct them to sources of freedom information that can be found in the local library or on the Web. Suggest that you will be more than happy to continue the conversation once they have read such material. Better yet, send them one of the many great works of freedom as a gift.

Most of the people we meet in social situations have never had any reason to question what they learned during their indoctrination in government schools. Educate them on what is really happening, as far as they will allow themselves to be educated.

Play on their fears as well. Most supporters of gun control, limits on freedom of speech, or demands for national ID cards don’t understand that the final result may be bloody revolution. Warn them about others who are already talking about armed insurgency, who are organizing into secret citizen militia groups, or who are drawing up plans for “leaderless resistance operations” if government goes too far. Talk as a person who is clearly concerned about a possible violent insurgency but who would never personally get involved in such activity.

Another good way to play on the fears of government supremacists is to encourage them to think about how new laws or powers will be wielded by each person’s worst political nightmare. If, for example, they are conservative in their views and support more prisons, ask them what would happen if an ultraliberal like Hilary Clinton became attorney general and got to decide what types of citizens would fill those prison cells? If they are liberal and support government funding of the arts, ask them what would happen if a conservative like Newt Gingrich became head of the National Endowment for the Arts and got to decide what kind of paintings would be approved and disapproved.

Along the same lines, if someone complains about a particular politician he dislikes, agree with him and say that it’s a shame that we encourage the perpetuation of a government system that hands tremendous power over our lives to such nasty people as Senator X or President Y. If government weren’t so big and powerful, these people wouldn’t be such a menace, would they? With a little help from you, the person may recognize that placing such power in the hands of individual politicians can have unintended, unsavory, and even dangerous consequences.

One tip: tempting as it is, don’t openly attack by name individual politicians who you happen to dislike. Most people are irrationally loyal to particular politicians or will provide knee-jerk defenses of the political party they favor. A better approach is to concentrate on the general potential for abuse inherent in big government and to get people to want to take this power away from politicians whom they dislike.

Do this, and the people you deal with socially will know where you stand, but they will have no reason to fear you because of your reputation as a good neighbor and because you never advocate violence in their presence. Indeed, it will be you who questions their commitment to the use of violence to solve social problems. There will be no reason to report you to the local police or a federal agency. As far as the enforcement agents of political leaders are concerned, you will still be an invisible citizen, just one more nameless cog in the machine of law-abiding citizens that generates the labor and wealth that actually props up big government.

All of this is the very essence of invisible resistance to tyranny. We must change the world view of those good citizens who keep voting for political frauds. This is a lot more difficult than making war. But if we really want a free society, we have to destroy the myths that have guided most Americans for so many years.
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This Could Be All It Takes

If enough of us initiate the above steps, it could be all we will have to do to turn back the tide of mob tyranny. It will not happen quickly because we will be tearing down the wall of support for government supremacy one brick at a time. It will take years to achieve, even decades, but it can happen. Each person who discovers the meaning of freedom and what it can bring to individuals and to the country can reach two people, who then can reach two more, and those in turn can continue to build the chain. It will be a slow-building reaction at first, but eventually, with a continued doubling of the numbers, it will grow into a massive crowd of freedom lovers spread across the country and we will have an explosion of demand for change. It will no longer matter what politicians promise to get elected because no one will believe their lies.

If we start spreading freedom by person-to-person contact, once we have just 10 percent of the American citizenry convinced that freedom, not supreme government, is the way to build a good society, we will just be three steps from having a massive majority of Americans once again committed to the ideals of freedom. After 10 percent, the next step gives us 20 percent, the second step gives us 40 percent, and the third gives us a massive 80 percent. It may take a long time to reach the first 10 percent, but while we are working on it there are other things we can do to help the cause.

Supreme government so permeates our lives that all of us are going to have to obey some laws that we don’t like very much. The invisible resister decides for himself which laws he will comply with, which laws he will ignore, and which laws he will deliberately defy. He makes those choices in ways that best maximize his own freedom, survival, ability to make a living, and success in living the good life.

One person might choose to never apply for a Social Security card or to burn the one he has, to make a living in the underground economy, and to pay no income tax of any kind. But such a person will probably not own real estate in his own name, open a bank account, or play the stock market. He will also find serious limitations on where he can find work or what professions he can practice.

On the other hand, it makes no sense for a talented medical professional to attempt to practice in the underground economy.
when he can make much more, even after paying taxes, by working in the regular economy and complying with the many laws regulating the medical profession. Such a professional might comply with the legal requirements but also work off the books treating illegal aliens, Canadians coming south for medical treatment, or anyone not covered by medical insurance, Medicare, or welfare assistance.

Smart invisible resisters decide the issue for themselves based on the potential total take-home pay and general improvement in lifestyle, not which route requires the least compliance with unjust laws. Invisible resisters to tyranny should live well in the world that exists today while working to build a better world for tomorrow.

Look at the issue of driver’s licenses as an example of the choices we must make and how we can approach a decision logically. It is possible to drive a car for years in the United States without a license or insurance. Indeed, tens of thousands of people across the country do drive uninsured cars with suspended or expired licenses or no license at all. The smarter ones avoid any contact with law officers by meticulously obeying all traffic regulations. Those who do not can expect continued police harassment in the form of traffic stops, followed by arrest, lots of time and money wasted in court, and eventually some jail time.

On the other hand, the driver with a legal license, a valid insurance policy, and no outstanding warrants can speed and break traffic laws with little fear of a serious confrontation during a traffic stop. Such a stop is a minor annoyance and results in a short delay in travel plans, even though the driver will have to pay fines and higher insurance costs as a result of any traffic ticket. He also runs a higher risk of a serious traffic accident.

A third person will get a driver’s license, buy insurance, and drive carefully while obeying all applicable traffic laws. Such a persons may drive his whole life without ever experiencing a traffic stop. He can, therefore, carry wanted fugitives, loaded weapons, large amounts of cash, and even recreational drugs in the vehicle with little fear of confrontation with a police officer.

Again, the most effective participants in invisible resistance are those who have the documentation that good citizens are expected to have and who appear to be honest, law-abiding citizens to any government agent who looks them over.

Demand Your Rights

Because political leaders in the United States still claim that they are governing a free country, they must pretend that they respect the Constitution and all the rights that document guarantees. The right to free speech, habeas corpus, trial by jury, immunity from testifying against oneself, safety from search and seizure without a warrant, and legal counsel are still honored, provided that the citizen demands such rights. Invisible resisters will make every effort to avoid a direct confrontation with enforcement officers, but when confrontation does happen, they will do exactly what every citizen ought to do—demand and exercise their constitutional rights.

Every resister to tyranny must insist at every opportunity on exercising all rights that government officials, their judges, and their law enforcement officers still recognize and respect. They must do it politely but firmly. Law enforcement officers make a major effort to encourage those they hassle to voluntarily surrender their constitutional rights in every confrontation. They don’t act politely when they do so. They demand and bully with implied threats and outright lies. They even falsely claim that the law requires that you provide such information.

When such a confrontation happens, if you have legal identification, a legitimate address, a telephone number, an occupation or some other form of legitimate income, and no criminal record or outstanding warrants, you are in the best possible situation to demand your rights. Don’t give the enforcement officer any of that information unless he can cite a specific law that requires you to do so in the specific circumstances covering the confrontation.

Ask the cop for his identification. Get his name, badge num-
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ber, rank, and the police agency he claims to represent. If he refuses to provide such information, you are standing on even more solid ground in refusing to say anything more than "I want to go now."

Once you have that information, then let the officer ask his questions. Answer every question by claiming your right to not provide that information under the terms of the Fifth Amendment. The more innocent you are, the firmer you want to be in demanding that right. Never volunteer any information to any government official under any circumstances. If the confrontation takes place anywhere outside of a car, don’t even tell him your name or produce any identification. Don’t tell any lies either. Instead, don’t say anything at all. If you must say something, ask *them* questions:

- "Am I charged with a crime?"
- "Am I under arrest?"
- "Am I free to go?"
- "Can I call my lawyer right now?"
- "Can you tell me the section of law that applies in this case?"

That last question may be the stumper for the cop. Many enforcement officers don’t know the law that well. Often they will insist you are breaking laws that don’t exist.

The police office won’t like your refusal to cooperate, but his only choice will be to let you go your way or to arrest you and risk a false arrest suit. Whatever he does, the more he investigates you, the less reason he will find to continue the investigation and the sillier he will look for having taken on the task.

It is even more important to refuse to answer any question if there is something to hide. It is unbelievable how many people put themselves in jail with their mouths. Even with the Miranda warnings and all the other protections against self-incrimination, most of the people in jail are there because they talked too much.

If government officials show up at your door, don’t let them
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in unless they show you a warrant. If they do show you a warrant, insist on reading it before giving them your permission to enter.

If they threaten to use force or begin to use it, do not resist, ever. But do keep saying you do not want them to enter your house, open your bag, search your car, or ask you any more questions.

Make notes and write up a detailed memo as soon as possible after you experience such a confrontation. If possible, record the confrontation with a tape recorder or a video camera. If one of your neighbors is part of your network of freedom-loving friends, arrange to have him do the recording surreptitiously so that the cops are less guarded in what they say and do.

Never tell them anything about your personal life, who your friends are, where you work, or who you know or don’t know. Even if you are accused of a crime and are totally innocent, do not answer any questions or cooperate in any way. Police investigators frequently decide who the guilty party is before they have collected any evidence. Once they make that guess, they will only look for evidence that supports their jump to a conclusion. They will twist even the most innocent bit of information in ways that support their preconceived judgment.

Almost all criminals are convicted because they give the police information they don’t have to give, or they tell lies that can be easily proven false. The sad fact is that most innocent people who have been falsely convicted made the same mistake. Information they gave a police officer thinking it would clear their name ended up as part of a twisted tale of lies and a conspiracy created by police and prosecutors.

Don’t tell a policeman anything until after you have talked to a lawyer, preferably one who is part of your personal network of freedom advocates. Then let him handle all contact with the police.

This all sounds pretty simple, but it is unbelievable how many people in a jam don’t follow this advice. The clever cop, the devious IRS agent, and the successful detective have a device that works damn near every time. They will ask their victim a ques-
tion. No matter how well the poor sucker answers, they sit there waiting expectantly for the man or woman to continue talking. Nine times out of ten the guy in the jam can’t stand the silence, so he starts talking, volunteering information he thinks will convince the police officer he is a nice guy. That’s the information that puts him behind bars or adds another grand to his income tax bill.

Invisible resisters keep their mouths shut when confronting government authority. They keep a smile on their face and stare right back at the bastard. Maybe he can’t stand the silence either and he’ll spill something that you might find useful.

When your rights are violated, fight back within the law. See a lawyer and take them to court.

The Big Lie: Innocent people have nothing to fear by cooperating with law enforcement officers. Failing to answer reasonable questions will only convince the officer that you have something to hide.

The Truth: If a policeman is asking you questions, he doesn’t think you are innocent. He may get angry because you won’t cooperate, but he can’t do a thing with that anger except stew in it, even if he is convinced you are guilty. On the other hand, he will use anything you tell him against you, even if you are innocent.

Defend Freedom through Jury Duty

It is not only the juror’s right, but his duty to find the verdict according to his own best understanding, judgment and conscience, though in direct opposition to the instruction of the court.

—John Adams, 1771

Nothing offers an invisible resister a greater opportunity to strike a blow for freedom than being called to jury duty. Juries have the power to nullify the law with a vote of not guilty, regardless of the strength of the evidence or the instructions of the judge. From the very beginning of constitutional government in the United States, men and women serving on juries have frustrated political leaders and their judges by refusing to convict people charged with breaking laws that the jurors found to be unjust. Juries used this power even before the Revolution, when the Thirteen Colonies were still ruled by the king of England. Jury nullification reached epic proportions in the 1850s when juries in the North began returning not-guilty verdicts against anyone charged with violations of the Fugitive Slave Act.

Every American called to jury duty still has the power to nullify an unjust law as it applies to the case in which he sits in judgment. All it takes is a single vote and the defendant will be found not guilty.

Unfortunately, most Americans sitting on juries today don’t know they can vote their conscience, even if the judge specifically orders them not to do so. They don’t know because judges, politicians, and supporters of supreme government go to great lengths to make sure they never learn that they have this right. It is not taught in public schools. Judges never tell juries they can do it, and they forbid defendants and their lawyers from telling the jury what they can do. Worst of all, judges try to exclude citizens who know they have that power. This means that anyone who honestly answers a question on the subject while being considered for jury duty is promptly dismissed.

It is not surprising that some invisible resisters are lying to the judge when asked the question about their willingness to follow the judge’s instructions. Such resisters have learned how to cheat the judge and prosecutor when sitting on a jury trying a case where the law is patently unjust or unconstitutional. They listen closely to the evidence, looking for any inconsistencies in the prosecutor’s case. They identify prosecution witnesses who could be logically challenged during jury deliberation. Good choices for such suspicious witnesses are law enforcement officers. If the president of the United States tells lies in court, why should we believe anyone down the line of command? Other impeachable witnesses include those who participated in the
crime and then plea-bargained for lesser sentences if they ratted out their partners in crime, jailhouse witnesses who turn state’s evidence for special privileges, and any witness who is contradicted by another witness.

In jury deliberations, such an invisible resister never makes any mention of jury nullification or challenges the constitutionality of the law in any way. Instead he insists that he is convinced that either the evidence was fabricated or doesn’t prove the case, or that a key witness was lying. At the least, he will hang the jury. He may even convince his fellow jurors that the case was not proved and win an acquittal.

Fortunately, in the age of the Internet one can easily learn all about jury nullification. Do a Web search on the words “jury nullification” or start at www.fija.org. You will be glad you did.

Most of us will never be called to serve on a jury. Many of those who are called will sit for cases in which the defendant is charged with a violent crime that deserves punishment if the evidence proves he is guilty. But if an invisible resister finds himself sitting on a jury deciding a case in which the defendant is accused of tax evasion, illegal drug activity, laws controlling firearms, or a violation of any of the many other unjust laws that government supremacists use to limit our freedom, he or she will have an opportunity to strike for freedom by voting not guilty.

This is not easy to do. Other jurors who are lovers of supreme government may be determined to lock the defendant up for the rest of his life. It takes strength of character to stand alone in such a situation, but men and women of strong will and a commitment to freedom can do it. Whatever happens, the committed invisible resister will stand his ground. You don’t even have to argue your case. All you have to do is have the guts to cast the one vote that hangs the jury.

**The Big Lie:** Jurors must follow the instructions of the judge.

**The Truth:** The American jury system is based on the idea that ordinary men and women are more competent to judge the facts and the law than hired professionals who are beholden to the political leaders who give them their jobs. Judges have no authority to interfere in the deliberations of a jury, which are supposed to be secret and private.

---
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Every freedom-loving American ought to be familiar with firearms and have at least a few in his possession. If for some reason you don’t already own firearms or you don’t know how to use them, make that your first priority in becoming an invisible resister to tyranny. The more decent and peaceful people there are who own personal firearms, the more difficult it will be for some future political leader to collect them all. Just as important, the more likely it will be that a criminal or a terrorist will find his plans terminated by an armed citizen.

If current political trends continue, sooner or later our government will try to round up all the firearms in private hands. So in anticipation of that event, collect at least one and hopefully more firearms that are not listed in your name and address on any federal, state, or local government records. At least for now, they can be acquired through private sales. New widows, old men who no longer hunt, people with financial problems, and others often offer used rifles, shotguns, and even an occasional pistol for sale. Sometimes such weapons are fairly old and may not have been registered at the time of the first sale. Even if they were, people selling their own used guns usually don’t ask for identification or make any effort to verify and record the name of the buyer. Don’t forget to keep plenty of ammunition on hand, bought in small quantities at different places.

Being armed is the litmus test of the true lover of freedom. Ask anyone you think might be interested in joining your freedom network if he owns a firearm. If he answers no, explain to him the vital importance of an armed citizenry in a truly free society. If he continues to resist the idea, you will know that he has accepted the lies of the government supremacists.
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The Big Lie: No one has any reason to own a firearm. It is the duty of the police and the authorities to protect you from crime. Guns are dangerous, and gun owners are more likely to injure themselves or innocent parties than criminals.

The Truth: The police have no legal requirement to protect you from crime. You cannot sue them for failing to do so. Police protect the politicians who pay their salaries and then protect themselves and each other. If you are the victim of violent crime, they will show up after the fact and make a perfunctory investigation, which usually does not result in an arrest. Police do get professional credit for arresting criminals, but given a choice, they will always go after the criminal less likely to harm them before they will chase someone really dangerous.

On the other hand, private gun owners legally use firearms to prevent crimes a million or more times a year, almost always without having to fire a shot. Most criminals won’t consider attacking anyone they suspect of being armed. When looked at from a statistical point of view, gun owners have a remarkable safety record in the use and ownership of firearms.

How Others Ignore Gun Control Laws

No set of unconstitutional laws are broken in more ways than the thousands of gun laws currently on the books. It is not just criminals who break those laws. Thousands of invisible resisters break them every day without much fear of arrest or prosecution. For example:

- They fail to register or turn in weapons declared to be subject to special regulations, such as certain types of rifles described as “assault rifles.”
- They keep their weapons loaded and ready to use in the home, even when they have children in the house.
- They carry concealed weapons in their cars, even when they pick up their children at school.
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- They buy and sell weapons at gun shows and from their homes or offices without a federal firearms license (FFL).
- They modify semiautomatic weapons to be capable of full automatic fire.
- They build homemade silencers for some of the weapons they own.
- If they must use an illegal gun in self-defense, they dispose of the dead criminal or leave him lying dead on the pavement without notifying the police.

Resist Taxes

No true freedom lover would pay a dime in taxes to support supreme government if he had any choice. We pay taxes because we fear the people our fellow citizens elect to power.

Taxes so permeate the economic structure of our society that it is almost impossible to avoid all of them. It is possible to live on such a small income that one will not have to pay any income tax, but such a person will still have to pay Social Security taxes on any wages earned and, in most states, sales tax on anything they buy from any ordinary merchant. Even so, if someone is determined to give the political parasites as little as possible while maintaining a reasonably comfortable lifestyle, there are many ways to legally reduce the amount of money paid for taxes.

One way is to adopt a frugal way of life in which the amount of time spent earning income is minimized and the amount of time spent in leisure activities that create untaxed wealth in the process is maximized. Such people grow their own vegetables and fruits, and they raise a few chickens, a couple of cows, and maybe a pig or two. Hunting, fishing, gold prospecting, scavenging by metal detector, firewood gathering, and Dumpster diving are recreations that can produce untaxed wealth.

Growing numbers of married couples are discovering that the best way to legally lower the family income tax burden is to go back to the old-fashioned single-income life in which one
partner works at a job while the other becomes a full-time home worker who spends the day caring for the children instead of putting them in expensive day care centers. The home worker can shop for bargains for the necessities of life, prepare meals from basic ingredients, sew clothes, make household repairs, and do the mechanical work on the well-used family jalopy. Such a frugal family not only significantly reduces the amount of money paid for federal and state income taxes and Social Security taxes but also the amount spent on sales taxes. They will also be building an old-fashioned family life in which children learn to respect the family customs, religion, and moral values. Such couples often home-school their children as well.

If a significant percentage of the two-income families went back to living this way, the impact on the government’s financial structure would be cataclysmic. Elected politicians would be scrambling for ways to make up the lost revenue. Their only choice might be to reduce the size of government.

Those who opt for a more frugal lifestyle find that they are enjoying living without the many luxuries they once thought a necessary part of the good life. They will spend more time with the family, engage in more creative and self-satisfying recreations, and build up financial resources which can be put to work in investments. The profits from such investments will still be taxed, but at a lower rate than the taxes imposed on the salaries of the double-income family. Furthermore, investment profits are not subject to the taxes of the Social Security Ponzi scheme.

Every invisible resister should look for every possible way to legally deny tax money to every level of government. To do that, one must have a sound understanding of the tax system. The politicians have made it extremely complicated for a very good reason: they figure that the more complicated it is, the more people will decide they have to go to a professional tax preparer. And guess who the professional tax preparer is most interested in keeping happy? Is it you, the taxpayer? Or is it the bureaucrats at the IRS and the tax agencies of the different states? Professional tax preparers make money by preparing returns that do not attract an audit. When in doubt they always decide in favor of the IRS, not the person paying for their services.

Unless you have a complicated tax situation involving tens of thousands of dollars owed, take the time to learn to prepare your own tax return. It is not as hard as most people imagine, especially if you have access to a personal computer. There are lots of good books, computer programs, and even a few Web sites that will help you understand the process. Claim all deductions and exemptions for which you can qualify. When in doubt, err in your own favor. The odds are overwhelmingly good that you will never be audited, even if you make a wrong decision in your own favor.

Every invisible resister should become familiar with the various ways of legally avoiding taxes. These include such things as using individual retirement accounts (IRAs), moving money into the international investment economy, and manipulating the buying and selling of investments in ways that decrease the tax liability. This subject is too large to deal with completely in this book, but it must be part of the education of every invisible resister who intends to do well financially while maximizing personal freedom.

Never Let the Bastards Owe You Money

This may sound strange, but you always want to owe money to the IRS and your state tax agencies every year. If you receive a refund every year, you are cheating yourself and supporting supreme government because you are needlessly giving them more of your money to waste rather than letting it gather interest in your own bank account.

If you receive a tax refund from the IRS, increase the number of deductions you report to your employer to the point where you end up owing money. (As long as you don’t owe more than 10 percent of the taxes owed at the end of each quarter or pay estimated taxes if you do, you won’t be charged any penalties.) Instead of waiting for $1,000-a-year tax refund, open
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an interest-bearing bank account into which you deposit enough every month to cover any tax shortfall at the end of the year. Then pay the taxes you owe for the past year on April 15, but not a day earlier. This way the money stays in your bank account gathering interest as long as possible rather than being shoveled into the wasteful furnace of government spending no sooner than it has to.

Don't do anything that makes it easier for them to process your return. If you are not expecting a refund, there is no reason to pay extra to file an e-mail return. Use the long form, even if you could use the short form. Fill out your returns in long hand. But there is a fine balance here. You don't want to do anything so blatant or over the top that you trigger an audit because some malevolent government accountant became annoyed. Needless to say, scrawling anti-IRS messages on the envelope or smearing your return with feces is not recommended either.

A Tax Audit—A Chance to Fight Back

Anybody who gets audited should look at it as an opportunity to legally fight the system. The IRS is infamous for its mistake percentages. Anyone who believes he is a victim of such a mistake should challenge the assessment, following the IRS guidelines for doing so. He should raise the challenge as far as it can go up the ladder within the system.

The Fifth Amendment protects taxpayers in their dealings with the IRS just as it protects them in all dealings with political authority. The return and the documents kept in support of the return stand by themselves. A taxpayer has the right to refuse to answer any questions about the return or such documents. If the sums in dispute are considerable, this is the time to hire a tax lawyer. The taxpayer doesn't even have to go to the audit; a lawyer can represent him instead.

Invisible resisters should not waste time and effort trying to challenge the legality of the tax system. Tax protesters who openly refuse to pay any tax while arguing that the Sixteenth Amendment was never legally ratified, that the IRS use of the term "voluntary" really means it is voluntary, or that the word "income" does not mean what the tax bureaucrats say it means may be making philosophically correct arguments. It doesn't make any difference. As we saw in the Freemen standoff in Montana back in 1996, once government enforcers decide to go after you, the taxes and penalties will be collected, the judge won't let you tell the jury why you shouldn't be in court, and you will end up in prison for many years.

The invisible resister facing a confrontation over his tax return wants the tax enforcers to think he is a good citizen who simply didn't understand the law or who tried to be a little too clever for his own good. The tax enforcers love good citizens, and they will try to make a settlement that collects more tax, but they will want the good citizen out of jail, still working at a job, and still paying taxes in the years to come.

Many Do Cheat on Taxes

Tens of thousands of invisible resisters go much further in fighting taxes than manipulating the amount they owe by changes in their lifestyle and taking advantage of every loophole. Instead of just legally avoiding taxes, they deliberately evade them. Schemes for successfully doing that include the following:

- Working off the books in the underground economy, either as a full-time occupation or at a part-time second job
- Engaging in barter arrangements
- Deliberately cheating on personal deductions, business expenses, and financial losses and failing to report cash income not reported to the IRS on 1099 forms
- Hiding wealth and investments in foreign bank accounts
- Evading state sales taxes by buying products from a state with no taxes or through mail order or Internet purchases

No one in or outside of government has any real idea how
many people are cheating on their income taxes. No one knows how much money such individuals save for their own use through tax evasion. Some observers claim that if everyone who was avoiding income tax paid what they supposedly “owe,” we could retire the national debt in a few years. Everybody does agree that the number of tax cheats is in the millions, and that tax cheating is a rapid growth industry in America.

What is obvious is that we have reached the point where legislative attempts to raise tax rates are more likely to reduce revenues collected as more citizens opt for tax avoidance or evasion.

*The Big Lie:* People who evade taxes are cheating their fellow citizens, who must pay more to cover the shortfall.

*The Truth:* Politicians will spend every extra dollar they can collect. Should they magically figure out a way to collect all the taxes now lost through tax evasion, they would not reduce tax rates or the national debt. Instead they would increase spending. In fact, their success in collecting money previously lost through tax evasion would probably embolden them to raise the rates even more.

Every tax evader is an invisible resister willing to take extra risks in increasing his personal freedom. It does have risks, and I don’t suggest or encourage anyone to take those risks. But we need to understand the phenomenon and explain to others why it happens, why most don’t get caught, and why it will never be stopped as long as we keep electing frauds, crooks, and parasites to political office.

**Resist the Government School System**

The worst thing that ever happened to individual freedom in the United States was the creation of a compulsory government educational system. Most Americans don’t even know we didn’t work, how it contributed to the general wealth of the nation, how timber sales contributed directly to public school financing in that state, and how a clear-cut forest eventually becomes a valuable old-growth forest. He got the chance to do just that.
Look forward to the family hours as a time to deprogram your child of the government supremacist indoctrination he or she will surely be subjected to. Share with them your knowledge of what government schools are all about and your regrets that you have no alternative but to send them to one.

Collect specific examples of things happening in school that you think are not right, then get involved with the teachers and school administrators. Do this as an advocate for your child’s interests and your own hopes for what your child will become as an adult.

When you first initiate contact, the teachers and education administrators will try to take control of the situation. They will try to enlist you as their agent in ensuring that your child adopts their agenda. They’ll expect you to be their ally in indoctrinating your child to be a loyal subject of supreme government.

Once you make it clear that your interests are not the same as theirs, all future meetings with teachers and administrators will be hostile encounters—their choice, not yours. Be polite and calm, and smile a lot during such confrontations, but insist on your rights as a parent to control the agenda of your child’s education. Make it clear that you are there because you don’t think your child is getting the foundation he needs in reading, writing, and language skills, and that too much time is spent on things that have no place in the school system.

Don’t give them any information about your family. Don’t talk about family problems, your child discipline techniques, the family religion, the kind of work you do, or your financial situation. When they ask questions about such things, politely decline to answer, telling them that is private information you do not wish to share outside your family. Do ask them questions about their training, their education, and their life experiences. Also ask if they are members of a union and what their political affiliation is. If they should ask for your support in school bond issues, teacher pay negotiations, classroom size, and similar teacher concerns, tell them politely that you will only consider supporting such things when you are satisfied that they are doing a good job of educating your children. Make complaints to school board members, administrators, and teachers about so-called politically correct agendas. Create a situation in which anyone associated with the school who sees you coming gets nervous.

Teach your kids from the time they are old enough to understand that they should not share any family or personal information with school personnel unless they check with you first. Make sure your children understand that it is you and them against the system, and that you are on their side in any confrontation they may have with their teachers.

Don’t let a teacher dictate how you spend time with your children. One favorite ploy of some teachers to gain control of the child and the family is to assign homework projects that require parental participation. Sometimes these are nothing more than crude attempts to find out personal information about the family. On other occasions they assign projects designed to indoctrinate the whole family with government supremacy dogma. The child is told to enlist the parent’s help with an environmental project of some kind, such as finding new ways to recycle household waste, or getting involved in an election campaign or a community project.

Get directly involved with what your children do when not in school, but educate them in the things that are important to you and the your family. Teach them how banks work, why the free enterprise system and not the government produces all the wealth in the nation, what your family’s sexual morals are, how to hunt or fix a car, or anything else that you believe they need to know but will never learn in a government school.

Don’t ever let a teacher bully you into putting your child in any kind of therapy or into one of the personality control programs that utilize drugs like Ritalin.

Don’t tolerate teasing, bullying, and violence directed against your child in the classroom or on the playground. Although I generally think people should handle their own law
enforcement through avoidance and effective legal self-defense, one of the only times to call the police is if your child suffers from any kind of violence from either another student or a teacher while attending a government school.

Learn the laws that govern government schools and use those laws against them. Whenever appropriate, use the courts if you've got a good case. Do all this while taking care to always act like a law-abiding, concerned parent who only wants his child to get the most out of his school years. You never want to appear dangerous to teachers, administrators, or your own children during any confrontation with the school or you run the risk of being labeled an “unfit parent” and having government “social service” officers take custody of your kids.

Most public school teachers and administrators are cowards and bullies. Nothing frightens them more than a parent they cannot intimidate. If more parents would do what my friend did and insist on their rights as parents, the education unions just might drop their opposition to homes schools and private schools in the hopes of getting such people out of their soft lives.

*The Big Lie:* The government is responsible for ensuring that every child gets an education.

*The Truth:* Government schools serve the purposes of the political leaders, not the parents. They are indoctrination centers, not education opportunities. The only ones who really care about a child’s education are his parents.

In modern America, the politicians who win elections are not honorable people. Indeed, our political process has deteriorated to the point where an honorable person cannot win political office, and the things that politicians must do to get elected guarantee that they are not honorable. The less one has to do with such people, the better.

**Dealing with Politicians**

Invisible resisters never treat a politician with the respect an honorable person deserves. They don’t use titles of respect in private conversations about politicians. They talk about Willy Jeff Clinton, Al Gored, Butch Reno, and Junior Bushed. The only exception to this might be on those rare occasions when politicians are doing what the Constitution requires them to do,
such as the actions of President George W. Bush and Mayor Rudy Giuliani following the attacks of September 11, 2001, that directly related to the defense of U.S. citizens in the face of terrorist aggression. Other exceptions may be people like Ron Paul, the U.S. Representative from Texas, who valiantly tries to work to reduce government power from within the system, or more likely a local politician who works to keep government off your back rather than arrogantly throwing his weight around like some petty big shot tyrant.

Most of the time it is easy to avoid all contact with elected officials. They don’t want to hear from you if you don’t like the way they are doing their job. Even if someone agrees with what they do, they really only want to see ordinary people at their election rallies or when they collect donations so that they can continue to finance their political frauds.

Invisible resisters never, under any circumstances, give money to any politician, especially not to one who has any chance of getting elected. When they receive mail requesting a donation to help a politician get into office, they send the postage-paid envelope back empty. Better yet, they print up and insert a flyer explaining why they will not support such a fraudulent campaign.

When one of these despicable political creatures appears in front of a workplace or at a sporting event and sticks his hand out to an invisible resister to ask for his vote, the resister keeps his hand in his pocket and gets confrontational. He smiles and speaks politely, but in no more than a sentence or two he tells the politician why he would never vote for such a parasitic liar. Better yet, the resister asks an embarrassing question, like why the politician voted for a clearly unconstitutional piece of legislation or why he raised taxes. The invisible resister never makes any threats or says anything that could be interpreted to be threatening. He just makes the point that he considers the candidate beneath contempt and not worth the time it would take to go to the polls. If this is done in front of fellow citizens as witnesses, that’s even better. It shows by example something that people in this country seem to have forgotten—that politicians are no different than you or me simply because they work for government, and it is perfectly okay to treat them with contempt, just like any other citizen.

The invisible resister will learn as much as possible about the dishonest character and the shenanigans of crooked politicians, then look for opportunities to spread such reports throughout his or her social and professional circles. If the general public is ever going to lose its blind faith in the promises of politicians, it will start by losing its respect for the politicians as decent human beings. Help that process along every chance you get.

The Big Lie: The political office deserves respect, even if the current incumbent doesn’t.

The Truth: Freedom lovers care about individuals, not buildings, office space, titles, or social class. Political officeholders who lie to get elected, ignore the constitutional limitations of their oath of office, and use the office as a cover for crimes and immoral activities should be treated with disdain and disrespect. Those who vote for them and defend them should be treated in the same way.

To Vote or Not to Vote

Probably the least useful thing anyone can do when it comes to changing government is to vote. The current political system is so corrupt that voting is always a bad choice between two evils. Even if there were a perfect candidate for a freedom lover on the ballot, your or my vote won’t make any difference in who gets elected or how he or she governs. At most, it is a feel-good exercise for the individual. If voting makes you feel good, do it. If you have something more interesting to do on election day, don’t feel guilty because you didn’t get to the polls.

Those who wish to be visibly involved in campaigning for freedom would be better advised to take their campaign to the
Invisible Resistance to Tyranny

street in public demonstrations demanding no gun control, lower taxes, less government, and more freedom. They will find that politicians are more afraid of noise in the streets than the votes of minor third parties. This has been demonstrated by the effective street protests of the group Tyranny Response Team against gun control in Colorado and elsewhere as well as the recent successful assault by Tennessee taxpayers against the state capital when their “representatives” tried to secretly pass a tax increase. In the Tennessee case, motorists circled the building and blared their horns in protest, while others demonstrated loudly but peacefully outside. The measure did not pass.

Those who prefer to be invisible resisters should concentrate on educating others about why the political system has become so corrupt that voting only contributes to the corruption and helping the tyranny grow.

The Big Lie: Those who don’t vote have no right to complain about politicians who win.
The Truth: Those who are threatened with violence and fraud not only have a right to complain but the right to resist. Just because we don’t help choose the criminals who will rob us doesn’t mean we have no right to fight back.

What about Telephone Calls, Letters, and E-mail to Congress?

Telephoning, sending e-mail, or writing letters to congressional representatives or state legislators has about as much impact as a single vote on election day—that is, not much. Elected politicians are more interested in the polls and the street noise than they are in totaling up the letters that flood their offices in support or opposition to various pieces of legislation. The elected official almost never even sees the letter, which is instead answered by staff assistants with a prewritten form letter.

A major reason why letters demanding more freedom don’t have any impact on the legislator’s thinking is that they are in such a small minority of the total numbers of messages from constituents. Almost all voter correspondence contains a request for help in getting some kind of government benefit or a demand for new laws granting such benefits. The occasional letter demanding less government, lower taxes, or an end to privileges for special interest groups won’t have any impact on the elected official as long as so many more people are clamoring for a place at the trough of government plunder.

Anonymous letters threatening elected officials may have more impact on political parasites than carefully drafted letters from freedom-loving citizens demanding less government. Of course it is illegal to do this, not to mention difficult and dangerous, and anyone who does write such a letter will find himself under investigation and, if caught, charged with a crime. Even so, members of Congress with reputations for especially vicious support for gun control, ridiculously higher taxes, and harsh drug control laws do receive large amounts of hate mail. While they claim it doesn’t affect their political positions on such subjects, one can wonder what the impact would be if there was a flood of such mail with postmarks from their congressional districts or, in the case of senators, their states.

At this time, it is much more useful to spend time and effort trying to convince those we know why our elected representatives are frauds and charlatans and worth neither respect nor honor than it is in trying to influence the representatives directly.

Who Really Influences The Political Process?

Contrary to the popular mythology, politicians are not controlled by the monetary donations of corporations and big businesses. Business enterprises do donate lots of money to political campaigns, but that money would better be called extortion, paid to keep government regulators off their backs. Those who don’t pay enough are likely to find themselves in the kind of jam Microsoft CEO Bill Gates was in while this book was being writ-
be serving the best interests of those who support them with
donations, those who provide the money and the votes gain only
minimal benefits in return for their contributions, even when
they win political concessions. Often they gain nothing at all. Many
members of special interest groups may even lose more
than they gain. For example, teachers who are much more com-
petent than their colleagues or have special expertise that should
demand higher salaries can only earn the negotiated union salary
based on years served and additional education credits tallied.
Meanwhile, their less competent, lazier co-workers are rewarded
for doing their jobs poorly.

On the other hand, the leaders of special interest groups gain
great personal profit, prestige, and political influence by their
activism. Often they are self-appointed rather than elected. They
can control millions of dollars in funds with little or no account-
ing. They live off the same fraud that supports modern political
leaders—the idea that supreme government can solve the prob-
lems of those who elect their candidates to office. They deserve
no more respect or prestige than the political hacks they influ-
ence and often control. They are the primary supporters of gov-
ernment supremacy and therefore true enemies of freedom. Jesse
Jackson, Sarah Brady, Ralph Nader, Al Sharpton, and Jerry
Falwell are examples of such enemies of individual freedom.

No invisible resister will provide support or encourage-
ment to any of these handmaidens of tyranny. Instead they will
point out the fraudulent message of such special interest
groups in their efforts to educate others about freedom and its
benefits. Invisible resisters will also employ the same tactics
used against politicians when dealing with such groups in pub-
lic confrontations or while responding to their junk mail solic-
itations for funds.

The Big Lie: If someone does not like our government sys-
tem, they should work within the system to change it.

The Truth: The system has been so totally corrupted that it
corrupts all those working within it.
The Chain Reaction of Freedom as a New Kind of Special Interest Group

The purpose of building a chain reaction of freedom as discussed in Chapter 3 is to counter and eventually terminate the political power now held by the leaders of the major parties and special interest groups. Once enough of us have developed our own circle of friends who support freedom-based solutions to society’s problems, collectively we will influence numbers much larger than ourselves, all of whom will begin to question the motives of those who love supreme government or use it to enrich and empower themselves. We become a single-issue group for freedom and limited government. Unlike typical single-issue groups, we will have no leaders to support with large donations and no public figures for government supremacists to target with false accusations, IRS audits, or police surveillance.

A free and just nation begins with free individuals. It must be built from the ground up, one individual at a time. Such a society cannot be ordered from the top down. If you want a free country, you have to start with yourself. That’s what the previous two chapters and this chapter are all about—the concrete steps that each individual can take to start the process. A free and just nation must have a foundation of people who demand the right to control all aspects of their own lives and who grant that same right to all others.

Everyone in the nation doesn’t have to be that kind of person. A majority of the population doesn’t even have to think that way. Human nature is such that all societies will always have the indolent and lazy who beg for a living, those who want someone else to make all their decisions and keep them safe from every harm, and those who pander to such people in order to gain the power to rule them.

Even so, whenever a nation has enough freedom-loving people to reach a critical mass of self-governing and self-sufficient human beings who insist on being free, that nation will be a free nation. We don’t have that critical mass yet. But if we start with our ourselves, then our children, and then our friends and begin building personal networks of freedom, we can multiply our numbers until we have the critical mass necessary to demand change and regain the American ideal.

There is no guarantee that we have enough time to succeed before the current crop of government supremacists drag the nation into tyranny. So while we try to get our freedom back through self-help, education, and peaceful resistance, we must also prepare for the possibility that one of these days we will have to fight to win our freedom. But first we need to look at how the final slide into total tyranny might happen.
Members of the survivalist movement put a lot of time, effort, and money into preparing to deal with a catastrophic collapse of society. They anticipate that such an event will be followed by a period of total anarchy. Commercial distribution systems will self-destruct, urban populations will face mass starvation, and roving mobs will scour the countryside fighting over scraps of food.

Every historical example in the past 300 years suggests that such a total breakdown won’t happen. There has never been a case in which a modern, economically developed society suffered total economic and political collapse followed by a lengthy period of anarchy.

What has happened is that gangs of organized thugs with guns moved in, took over the government, and imposed a new order of tyranny. Sometimes they were mobs turned into soldiers
by a revolutionary leader, sometimes they were the same old army troops of the nation under new leadership, and sometimes they were foreign troops. In every instance, except for the military occupation of Japan and the western part of Germany after World War II, the new order proved to be less free than the society that was “rescued” from disaster.

In the 20th century, the two notable countries that suffered the most total and complete economic and political collapses were Russia in 1917 and Germany in the 1920s and early 1930s. Look what kind of governments they got after their breakdowns.

The horror of nuclear weapons and the threat of biological or chemical weapons by terrorists does introduce a new factor. Some natural event such as a cataclysmic asteroid strike might be even worse than the aftermath of nuclear war. Yet even in those situations, we won’t get the predicted anarchy.

Why? Because the best prepared survivalists in the nation are our top elected officials and the men and women they have appointed to high office. They will escape in their helicopters and jet planes to their hidden underground retreats. (This is exactly what we saw happening after the attacks of September 11.) They have made sure they will be among the living and able to communicate with each other and whatever troops are still available for duty. When the smoke clears they will come out to take over again. Then they will use the catastrophe as the excuse to increase their power.

Normal survivalists won’t be defending their caches of food, supplies, and weapons from roving bands of armed criminal raiders. They will be fighting organized military units sent out by the government to confiscate such caches for “the common good.” The greatest danger from a natural, economic, or war catastrophe is not anarchy but the total loss of our freedom through the imposition of a totalitarian government to “save” us from such anarchy.

Just as political leaders with their new tyrannical powers will take control of all the food and supply sources they can identi-

fy, so will they take immediate action against those they can identify as potentially dangerous enemies. The lists of such enemies of the state will include all those who have been leaders of any organization that can be described in any way as antigovernment. Those immediately enclosed behind barbed wire will include the leaders of citizen militia groups, Second Amendment advocacy groups, libertarian political organizations, free speech advocates, militant religious groups, and all the politicians and political activists who refuse to go along with the commands of the new regime.

It could happen that way, but it probably won’t. Instead, we are losing our freedom the sneaky way.

The Sneaky Path to Tyranny

It is natural to man to indulge in the illusions of hope. We are apt to shut our eyes against a painful truth, and listen to the song of that siren till she transforms us into beasts.

—Patrick Henry

While natural and economic catastrophes, war, and terrorism provide ideal situations for elected officials to become instant tyrants with wide popular support, the sneaky path to tyranny is even more dangerous to freedom. This is the path American political leaders have been taking for more than 150 years. While continuing to proclaim their support for constitutional government, they have been placing limits on personal freedom one small step at a time. Each step is taken with a justification that the common good will be best served by giving up just a bit of personal freedom.

Take the income tax laws. When the Sixteenth Amendment was first proposed in 1913, there would have been instant revolt at the idea that Americans would be taxed at the current astronomical rates. Instead, politicians back then promised that only the very rich would be taxed, and only at very low rates even for
them. Before the Great Depression of the 1930s, the idea of a forced retirement plan paid for at a 15 percent tax on all income would have led to armed rebellion. Now those nearing the age when they can collect Social Security would go to war to keep the promised benefit!

There were no federal gun control laws before alcohol prohibition, and only a few states like New York had any controls at all. When federal politicians faced a massive expansion of criminal organizations as a result of Prohibition, they wanted to put some kind of control on the sale and possession of machine guns and sawed-off shotguns. However, they didn’t make them illegal because they knew that was unconstitutional. Instead they imposed a high tax on them. Because mob criminals never paid the taxes, they could then be prosecuted for tax evasion. However, the taxes were sufficiently high to discourage ordinary citizens from buying or making such weapons.

Over the past 100 years, our political leaders have repeatedly taken similar small steps, with each one imposing more severe restrictions on constitutional freedoms and liberties. Each new measure was justified with an explanation that it was required for the common good, perhaps to save the elderly from starvation, to stop the spread of disease, to halt criminal activities, to save the country from anarchists, or, the favorite excuse of our age, to “protect the children.” No single step was ever so extreme that it provoked people to take up arms against unjust government. Yet the cumulative effect has brought us to the point where liberty in this nation is about to be drowned in the political promises of good intentions.

This is the sneaky path to tyranny.

If we are to avoid the final enslavement, we must realize what is happening and start taking action to stop it before it is too late for each of us to do anything at all. When politicians take freedom away in small steps, it’s hard to determine at what point we are justified in fighting back rather than just avoiding the impact of government on our lives.

Again, take a look at the situation with gun control. First, political leaders denied convicted felons the right to possess a firearm, even those who had completed their sentences and lived for years as law-abiding citizens. Next they added those treated for mental illness, then teenagers, then those convicted of domestic violence. Serious restrictions have been placed on who can sell a firearm, and now we must all get a clearance from some law enforcement agency before we can buy a gun from a dealer. Now politicians and government supremacists are demanding the licensing of firearm owners. If we continue down this road, we will eventually see the confiscation of all weapons in private hands, and it will be easy to do. The number of people still legally owning weapons will be reduced to a much smaller number, and their names and addresses will be recorded on a master list. At the same time, the number of enforcement officers loyal to the tyranny will be much larger, and they will be much better armed than they are today.

Once we are disarmed, we can expect an accelerated attack on all other freedoms. There will be no national catastrophe, no sudden threat of anarchy, nor for that matter an internment of large numbers of citizens in concentration camps. In fact, the day after our politicians deprive us of the last bit of liberty won’t be much different than the day before. The banks will still be open, people will be going to work, there will be food on the shelves at the grocery store, and school doors will be open for the daily indoctrination of our children. The street lights will be on, telephones will work, and water will run from household taps. We will probably even be allowed to vote for candidates for political office, and our ballot choices will promise the same old things.

But we won’t have any firearms. We won’t find books like the one you hold in your hands. The Internet will be a dull and insipid cyberspace with every Web site bearing a government stamp of approval. We’ll find the same kind of government-approved fare emitted from our TVs and radios. We’ll probably need government permission to get a job or change jobs, and...
we’ll spend long hours and weekends doing “voluntary” work on farms, roads, municipal stadiums, and waste-processing stations. We’ll be constantly showing our sophisticated identification documents every time we enter a bank, take in a movie, board a plane, or when a policeman thinks we look suspicious while walking down the street in the middle of the day.

All infant children will spend the work day in government care centers. Becoming a parent may even require a license, with any children not born to licensed parents becoming wards of the state. Prisons will be filled with criminals arrested for speaking “lies” about political leaders, plotting insurrection, smoking cigarettes, and perhaps even eating red meat or getting too fat. At different steps along the way, the rights to trial by jury, freedom of the press, and being secure from unreasonable search and seizure will all have been first compromised and then suspended.

The most pernicious thing about the sneaky path to tyranny is that each additional step represents such a small additional inconvenience that most citizens will decide it is not important enough to justify vigorous resistance.

The political parasites will use the techniques of divide and conquer. They will aim first at one group of citizens, then another, and then still another. In one instance they will limit the free-wheeling Internet by first imposing taxes on on-line sales, then introducing censorship for provocative Web sites. After that they will go for more limitations on Second Amendment rights and gun manufacturers. Then they will switch their legislative attention to something like the petroleum industry. With a small victory there they will bounce to a renewed attack on the tobacco companies, or maybe the pharmaceutical industry. Next it will be an attack on logging or mining, or maybe more restrictions and impositions on private health care.

And sure as night follows day, they will use every natural catastrophe, threat of war, act of criminal madness, or terrorist incident as another excuse to ratchet up the rack of tyranny.

Each sneaky step toward bigger and more supreme government will be applauded by most citizens as a welcome new protection from criminals, bankers, gun nuts, tax evaders, pornographers, polluters, monopolists, racists, child abusers, or greedy pharmaceutical executives. The final effect will be the total supremacy of political leaders over every aspect of our lives, and a citizenry so conditioned to be slaves to supreme government that they cannot imagine a situation in which politicians and bureaucrats don’t make every important decision in their lives.

If this occurs, every invisible resister to tyranny will be forced to decide whether he or she is morally and pragmatically justified in doing everything possible to fight back, even if that means taking violent reprisals against the agents of the oppressor. The point at which that happens will differ from one individual to the next. One person might decide that a prohibition on Web sites with unpopular political commentary is the turning point at which armed resistance is the only choice. Another may decide to wait until goon squads start going house to house to collect unregistered computers and arrest those who don’t comply. Whatever the personal decision, all of us who love freedom must have a clear point in mind in which we will say to ourselves, “I can’t take it anymore. It’s time to start fighting back however I can.”

We hope that will never happen, and the only way to prevent it is to build our networks of freedom and start changing the way those around us think about freedom and what dependence on politicians does to freedom.

The beauty of invisible resistance to tyranny is that we don’t all have to make such difficult decisions at the same point in time. There are already people who have chosen to become invisible resisters, ignoring, evading, and breaking laws that unjustly limit their freedom or demand their wealth. There will be more who make those decisions with every new limitation the political parasites put on us. Hopefully, one day there will be so many of us engaged in active invisible resistance to tyranny that corrupt politicians will start fearing not just that they will lose the next election but that they may even lose their fortunes.
and perhaps even their lives if they continue to push the limits of our tolerance.

The author is convinced that nonviolent invisible resistance can stop the slippery slide into total tyranny. But there are no guarantees that it will work. So while we hope that day never arrives, every lover of individual freedom must be prepared to make the decision of what to do should our worst fears become a reality.

What will you do when this happens?

- Your favorite radio and TV stations are off the air. All the remaining stations are broadcasting exactly the same news about the dangerous situation that required the president to proclaim martial law.
- The federal government orders all firearms and ammunition in private hands to be immediately turned in to local collection centers operated by city or county government.
- The TV news shows clips of police SWAT teams breaking down doors, searching houses, and arresting people who didn’t comply with the order to turn in firearms.
- The president announces that because of the serious security threat, the upcoming elections will be suspended until the government is able to guarantee the safety of everyone going to the polls.
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The most pernicious thing about the sneaky path to tyranny is that each additional step represents such a small additional inconvenience that most citizens will decide it is not important enough to justify vigorous resistance.

The political parasites will use the techniques of divide and conquer. They will aim first at one group of citizens, then another, and then still another. In one instance they will limit the free-wheeling Internet by first imposing taxes on on-line sales, then introducing censorship for provocative Web sites. After that they will go for more limitations on Second Amendment rights and gun manufacturers. Then they will switch their legislative attention to something like the petroleum industry. With a small victory there they will bounce to a renewed attack on the tobacco companies, or maybe the pharmaceutical industry. Next it will be an attack on logging or mining, or maybe more restrictions and impositions on private health care.

And sure as night follows day, they will use every natural catastrophe, threat of war, act of criminal madness, or terrorist incident as another excuse to ratchet up the rack of tyranny.

Each sneaky step toward bigger and more supreme govern-

ment will be applauded by most citizens as a welcome new protection from criminals, bankers, gun nuts, tax evaders, pornographers, polluters, monopolists, racists, child abusers, or greedy pharmaceutical executives. The final effect will be the total supremacy of political leaders over every aspect of our lives, and a citizenry so conditioned to be slaves to supreme government that they cannot imagine a situation in which politicians and bureaucrats don’t make every important decision in their lives.

If this occurs, every invisible resister to tyranny will be forced to decide whether he or she is morally and pragmatically justified in doing everything possible to fight back, even if that means taking violent reprisals against the agents of the oppressor. The point at which that happens will differ from one individual to the next. One person might decide that a prohibition on Web sites with unpopular political commentary is the turning point at which armed resistance is the only choice. Another may decide to wait until goon squads start going house to house to collect unregistered computers and arrest those who don’t comply. Whatever the personal decision, all of us who love freedom must have a clear point in mind in which we will say to ourselves, “I can’t take it anymore. It’s time to start fighting back however I can.”

We hope that will never happen, and the only way to prevent it is to build our networks of freedom and start changing the way those around us think about freedom and what dependence on politicians does to freedom.

The beauty of invisible resistance to tyranny is that we don’t all have to make such difficult decisions at the same point in time. There are already people who have chosen to become invisible resisters, ignoring, evading, and breaking laws that unjustly limit their freedom or demand their wealth. There will be more who make those decisions with every new limitation the political parasites put on us. Hopefully, one day there will be so many of us engaged in active invisible resistance to tyranny that corrupt politicians will start fearing not just that they will lose the next election but that they may even lose their fortunes.
and perhaps even their lives if they continue to push the limits of our tolerance.

The author is convinced that nonviolent invisible resistance can stop the slippery slide into total tyranny. But there are no guarantees that it will work. So while we hope that day never arrives, every lover of individual freedom must be prepared to make the decision of what to do should our worst fears become a reality.

What will you do when this happens?

- Your favorite radio and TV stations are off the air. All the remaining stations are broadcasting exactly the same news about the dangerous situation that required the president to proclaim martial law.
- The federal government orders all firearms and ammunition in private hands to be immediately turned in to local collection centers operated by city or county government.
- The TV news shows clips of police SWAT teams breaking down doors, searching houses, and arresting people who didn’t comply with the order to turn in firearms.
- The president announces that because of the serious security threat, the upcoming elections will be suspended until the government is able to guarantee the safety of everyone going to the polls.
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- The government issues new currency and orders all old currency to be immediately traded in for the new. The old money is no longer considered legal tender. No one can trade in more than $500 worth of old currency.
- The president goes on national TV to announce the arrest of a gang of terrorists accused of planning to blow up major monuments and government buildings in Washington. As the screen flashes pictures of the suspected terrorists, you recognize the presidential candidate for the Libertarian Party in the last election; a movie star who had been a vocal advocate in the support of the Second Amendment; a well-known publisher of books on survival, small-unit military tactics, and martial arts; and two congressmen who had been vocal opponents of the president’s economic policies.

Don’t Run for the Hills to Fight for Freedom

You say that when things get that bad, you are going to take to the hills, that you’ve got a food and weapon stash waiting for just this kind of thing to happen? You’re going to do what the French Resistance and the Yugoslav partisans did against the Nazis, what some Filipinos did against the Japanese, and what the Afghans did against the Soviets. You’re going to try to win freedom back through force of arms.

More power to you, and lots of luck. You’ll need it. You’ll also need a lot of people in the hills with you. If you don’t already know who they are and have the plans already made for what you and they are going to do, your chances of lasting out the month will be about zero.

If you have been an active member of a citizen militia group that has planned for such a situation, then maybe you’ll have some chance of survival, at least for a while. That’s provided that your unit is led by men who have never been openly identified as leaders of such a group. Those who have been, even though everything they were doing was legal when they were doing it, will be at the top of the arrest lists.

Frankly, freedom fighters in the hills haven’t been very successful at winning liberty in this century. They get lots of press and they die glorious deaths, but they very seldom end up free, even when they win. That’s because organized armed partisans with any hope of victory require leaders, organizations, and a chain of command. Unfortunately, almost always there is no real difference between the political leader who wins office through an election and the one who gains power by leading a revolution. They are in the game to serve their own selfish desires and emotional needs, never the desires and needs of those who die to put them in office or the survivors who vote to keep them there.

There has only been one revolution in the history of the world, the American Revolution, that ever delivered on its promises of greater freedom. Unfortunately, those promises were kept only as long as it took politicians in succeeding years to figure out that they could hold on to power by promising the most voters whatever the majority of the mob desired. Every other revolution replaced one regime of parasitic tyrants with another, often just as bad or even worse than those who were overthrown. While such revolutions were being fought, thousands of people who only wanted freedom died in support of a vain promise.

Most revolutions didn’t even promise freedom. Revolutionary leaders often want to take the wealth of the nation from those who had produced it and keep it among themselves. Look what happened to freedom when Lenin, Mao, Tito, Castro, Ho Chi Minh, Pol Pot, and Ayatollah Khomeini won their revolutions. The most recent example is Afghanistan, where the Taliban helped win a victory over the Soviet Union, then formed a repressive religious government that not only limited freedom more severely than the Soviets ever did but gave sanctuary, protection, and support to a non-Afghani terrorist like Osama bin Laden.
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Invisible Resistance to Tyranny Begins at Home

What will people engaged in invisible resistance to tyranny do if our political leaders attempt to impose total tyranny? They will stay right where they are. They will keep working at their jobs and taking care of their families. They will also continue to do exactly what they've done all along—resisting the tyranny in every possible way without letting the government or its enforcement officers identify them as troublemakers. The invisible resister will become the invisible freedom fighter. The object will not be just to resist government but to actively look for opportunities to interrupt the enforcement and population control operations of the tyrants and to make them fear the invisible freedom fighters as much as they are trying to make their subjects fear them.

How Does an Invisible Resister Fight Tyranny?

The purpose of this book is not to tell someone when to choose to fight or how to fight but to convince the freedom lover that he can fight without leaders giving orders, and that one should start getting ready for that possibility now. Subjects like sniper operations and other uses of military force, personal defense, small-unit operations, and even esoteric topics like mantrapping are well covered in dozens of sources. Books and other publications on those subjects should be in the library of anyone committed to fighting for freedom should the time ever arrive when that is the only choice except accepting a life of slavery.

One of the first issues an invisible resister has to address is whether he will continue to act as a single individual, unknown to anyone else, or if he will choose to operate in cooperation with a small, leaderless unit of like-minded people. If he chooses a cooperative form of action, the single most critical preparation is to build the network of freedom lovers as described in Chapter 3 long before the time for fighting arrives. Even if an invisible resister chooses to operate alone, he will still want to have a network of trusted friends who can be tapped for information, emotional support, safe houses, and assistance with escape and evasion, even if they are unaware that they are providing such services.

The most effective invisible freedom fighters will be in squad-sized units composed of five to eight individuals, all of whom will have known each other for a long time before deciding to go active. Such groups will engage in any operation only when all voluntarily agree on the details of the operation and the role each person will play.

The Basic Strategy

Never forget that invisible resistance to tyranny is not a strategy for taking over the government. Rather, it is a strategy for frustrating the efforts of tyrannical political leaders to the point where they lose the power to command and control the individual behavior of citizens who wish to be left alone. The goal is to create situations in which it becomes obvious to those who believe the myths of government supremacy that political leaders have lost control of the citizenry to the point where they not only can no longer fulfill their dishonest promises but can't even guarantee domestic peace and order.

Invisible resistance won't work for those who want a new socialist or fascist order, a racially pure society, a society where all join one brand of religion, a political order where animals are given more rights than humans, or where no one is permitted to cut down a tree. To impose such antifreedom political policies, someone must take over government, either through revolution or the election process, then establish a new tyrannical rule. The only result will be the birth of a new invisible resistance movement.

Individual Tactics

The basic tactics of invisible resistance are for each individual to do the following:
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- Maximize one’s own freedom, provide no support to the tyrant that can otherwise be evaded, and avoid the attention of the tyrant’s enforcers at all times.
- Build and maintain a personal network of freedom-loving individuals.
- Use that network to encourage others to mistrust, fear, and hate tyrannical government and to resist in every possible way.
- Assist those targeted by political enforcers to escape persecution, prosecution, and imprisonment.
- Interfere in every way possible with the activities and morale of political leaders, their enforcers, and those who actively support government supremacists.

The First Rule of Invisible Resistance Is Survival

Life may not be worth very much if you are not free, but it is not worth anything if you are dead. In real life, dead heroes are failures.

If we ever find it necessary to take up arms against tyrannical political leaders, we want to do it in ways that will maximize our own chances of living. Being able to do that is one of the beauties of invisible resistance to tyranny. Every resister will be making all the decisions about the risks he takes and will determine for himself the chances of his own survival. There will be no leader who is going to “volunteer” a freedom fighter into a suicide operation that makes the leader a success while leaving the “volunteer” dead. (Case in point: Patrick Henry, who uttered the famous phrase “Give me liberty, or give me death,” never fought on the battlefields of the American Revolution. He served as the first governor of Virginia while a lot of farmers, tradesmen, carpenters, and other ordinary citizens did the dying so that schoolchildren 200 years later could learn what a brave man Patrick Henry was.)

In order to maximize impact while minimizing risks, there are a number of basic principles that every invisible resister must follow. By following these principles, each will maximize his impact on the tyranny while increasing the chances of staying around to enjoy the benefits. These principles are:

- Be well prepared before doing anything.
- Work within personal limitations and strengths.
- Never engage the enemy in a situation to the enemy’s advantage.
- Protect invisibility at all times.
- Never engage in terrorism.

Get Prepared Before It Happens

The best way to prevent war is to prepare for war. While every person engaged in invisible resistance hopes that we can turn back the march into tyranny by peaceful means, each of us should be preparing for the role we will be willing to play should armed invisible resistance become the only hope remaining for freedom.

As part of the preparation, the invisible resister should plan for the kinds of things he might do as an invisible freedom fighter, then prepare to do those things. The strength of the invisible resistance strategy is the individuality of each operation. Each person decides to perform the kind of action he can do best.

Obviously the first step is to acquire the kinds of weapons that will be needed should it come down to force of arms, preferably in a way that leaves no tracks for the enemy to follow. The invisible resister will also want to lay in a collection of tools and supplies that could be used in any actions against the oppressor. Many of the supplies an invisible freedom fighter will use are things that a survivalist already has. Someone might not have any use now for a pair of wire cutters or a crowbar, but these could prove critically important once a person decides to start fighting back. Focus on tools like machetes and axes that can be converted into hand weapons. Don’t forget things like rope, several
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The best way to prevent war is to prepare for war. While every person engaged in invisible resistance hopes that we can turn back the march into tyranny by peaceful means, each of us should be preparing for the role we will be willing to play should armed invisible resistance become the only hope remaining for freedom.

As part of the preparation, the invisible resister should plan for the kinds of things he might do as an invisible freedom fighter, then prepare to do those things. The strength of the invisible resistance strategy is the individuality of each operation. Each person decides to perform the kind of action he can do best.
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kinds of glue, and a supply of gasoline.

A critical part of the preparation is the collection of information. Part of the education of the potential invisible freedom fighter should include a thorough study of such subjects as intelligence collection, espionage and sabotage techniques, small-unit military operations, personal security procedures, the operation of a safe house, and escape and evasion techniques. Much valuable information on all of these topics can be gleaned from historical accounts of resistance movements, whether it be the 19th century Underground Railroad system in the United States, the Warsaw Ghetto uprising during World War II, or even the mass civil disobedience organized by Mohandas Gandhi to resist British colonial rule in India. The techniques of espionage can be learned from the autobiographies of real spies and studies of the world's clandestine services like the CIA and the Israeli Mossad. Having these types of books scattered throughout your personal library will make you more invisible to the tyrant's enforcers, who would certainly take notice if you had a stack of U.S. military field manuals in your basement but would probably overlook these innocuous titles on your bookshelf.

Well-prepared invisible freedom fighters should have maps and engineering plans of roads, waterways, power grids, communications systems, and even sewer lines and water mains in the area surrounding their homes. They will know the location of all government installations and buildings in the city and county where they live as well as the military bases in the area. They should identify key people who work in government buildings and what they do.

Another step in the preparation is to identify places in the house, apartment building, and neighborhood where one can hide supplies, weapons, maps, plans, and documents. A secret hiding place in the home is especially important. No such hiding place is 100 percent safe, especially if one has been identified as a suspect. Even so, hiding places should be able to escape the kind of search where armed thugs go through all the houses on the block looking for contraband. These places are also important for keeping activities secret from neighbors, friends, relatives, and the kids.

Nothing is more important than physical fitness. The time to get in shape is now, not when the time comes to start fighting back. Why have the freedom you have now if you can't enjoy it because of self-induced physical limitations? If you ever have to fight to get freedom back, physical and mental fitness will be the most important weapons of all.

Recognizing Limitations and Working within Those Limitations

Someone who has never shot a deer or any other game from 200 yards away should not try to make a sniper attack on the police colonel tasked with the summary execution of any citizen caught with a firearm in his possession. The guy who hates jogging shouldn't plan a one-man attack on a military installation that will require a three-mile run through a forest to get away. Anyone who has never wired a blasting cap shouldn't be stealing dynamite so she can blow up an important railway facility used to transport citizens to detention camps.

Such limitations are not just a matter of physical health, prior experience, or basic intelligence. There are also geographical, family, and employment limitations. The point is that anyone who wants to be free can contribute to the cause by working within their own personal limitations and that their contribution will be important, provided that plenty of other freedom-loving citizens are doing the same thing.

Fighting for freedom doesn't have to include engaging in violent acts. Indeed, the entire thrust of this book is that the most important acts of resistance are those done in secret, with the participants doing everything possible to avoid violent conflict of any kind. Invisible resistance partisans may find that their talents and personal situations can best serve the cause of free-
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Never Engage the Tyrants in Situations Where They Have the Advantage

Peaceful confrontation can sometimes work while political leaders are still pretending to rule under constitutional law. Such resistance never works in a totalitarian state. They only give the oppressor the name and the face of someone he wants to put behind barbed wire. Once someone has been identified as a potential troublemaker, he will be watched continually. From that point on, the chances of that person doing anything effective for freedom without getting caught or killed are almost zero.

To be an invisible resister, one must always appear to be the kind of person the enforcement agents of the tyrant would never suspect of planning to foil the system. This means that anyone who wants to engage in invisible resistance should not join protest groups, stand on street corners making speeches, or run with a mob throwing rocks at police vehicles. It’s fine to encourage others to do such things, but don’t be the leader of the mob or even a participant. Instead, be the person who publishes a covert newsletter describing how the police massacred the protesters in the streets, then lied about it on the news.

Above all, invisible resisters should always avoid engaging in an armed confrontation in which the agents of the tyrant initiate the action.

Political tyrants love armed confrontations that they expect to win. They love pulling their guns and arresting people. They love putting down a riot with force. They love big trials of those who survive such an encounter, with some poor slob sentenced to life in prison or a date with a firing squad. These kinds of actions give them a chance to show how powerful they can really be. Tyrants will expect open defiance, and they will be prepared to deal with it at the time and the place that they choose.

When government enforcers initiate hostilities, they will always have more people, bigger and better guns, the tactical advantage, and usually surprise on their side. Even when those targeted for such action manage to fight back and inflict casualties on the tyrant’s forces, they will lose the fight. They will probably all be killed, just like what happened in Waco, Texas. If there are survivors, they will end up spending long years behind bars—again, just like what happened with Waco.

Some people talk about what armed citizen militias might do the next time the feds pull something like the attack on the Branch Davidian’s home in Waco. The usual suggestion is that militia units should travel to the site and attempt to move in between those under attack and the federal thugs. The debate is over whether they should do so while armed or unarmed, not whether they should do it at all.

Doing it either way plays right into the hands of the government tyrants. They’ll love the confrontation, and they will have more firepower than any group of citizens could possibly bring to the fight. Every individual participating in such an action will end up either dead or in jail. The media will be reporting the whole exercise as a victory for law and order over the nutty “extremists.”

If invisible resisters decide to respond in some future situation like that, the last place they want to head is where the tyrant’s troops are concentrated. If they must do something, they should attack in places where the tyrant’s forces are not expecting anything. (One can’t help but wonder what would have happened in Waco if federal officers in a dozen different cities had suddenly come under personal attack while they tried to conduct the siege from afar.) Frankly though, the best way to proceed is to stay invisible and start spreading the word about how government thugs have once again mugged justice and
innocent American citizens for the sole purpose of demonstrating who’s boss.

Protecting Invisibility

Invisible resisters won’t be holed up in well-armed compounds waiting for government troops to come for them. Instead, they will do everything possible to publicly appear to be happy citizens, ready and willing to obey all the laws the tyrant imposes.

The first principle of invisible resistance is to first make sure the forces of the tyrant don’t have any idea who to go after, then to hit the enemy where he doesn’t expect it, when he doesn’t expect it, and when he is most vulnerable to attack, then get away without leaving any trace or evidence.

This doesn’t mean that invisible resisters will never have to worry about the enforcers of the tyrant initiating a hostile encounter. When that does occur, however, it will be the result of random investigations in which large numbers of innocent parties are questioned and subject to searches of their persons and properties in the hopes of discovering evidence leading to those engaged in antigovernment activities.

Once elected political leaders become tyrants and drop all pretense of pretending to govern under constitutional law, the rules change dramatically. House-to-house searches, random stops to demand identification papers, and arrests on flimsy suspicions followed by lengthy interrogations will be commonplace. Demanding one’s rights will do no good because the enforcers will recognize no such rights.

When that happens, the invisible resisters caught in the net will become the dumbest citizens in the country. If asked to explain why they didn’t do something like file a required report, hand in personally owned guns, get a license of some kind, or prepare a report on their crop harvest, they will claim they didn’t know it was required and promise to start doing so immediately. They will insist that they haven’t been reading the newspapers, listening to radio, or watching television but that they love the government, enjoy doing their civic duty, and will certainly comply in the future. When asked a direct question, they will give as little information as possible and even lie if there is any possibility of getting away with it. They will never give any information that wasn’t demanded, but they will act courteously, never suggesting by tone or attitude that they are being anything but totally cooperative.

Playing ignorant in such confrontations often works because tyrannical politicians and their enforcers start with an assumption that ordinary citizens are too dumb to know much at all. Every authoritarian in the world believes that average citizens are so stupid that they are incapable of making their own decisions—that’s why tyrants insist that citizens need leaders to make decisions for them in the first place. If the invisible resister lets them think he is dumb, ignorant, and uninformed, they might not discover what the resister is really up to.

Be an Invisible Resister, Never a Terrorist

No matter how tyrannical a government is, it will always be able to use acts of murder and terror to its own advantage. Therefore people fighting for freedom must never resort to terrorism, no matter how desperate the military situation has become. If a freedom fighter finds it impossible to attack legitimate military and political objectives, the only choice is to retreat into invisibility and continue working on building strength and recruiting new supporters until such time as attacks can be made on legitimate targets.

Some citizens will want to go after the bastards who took freedom away or who refuse to grant freedom to those they rule. If they do, they must never threaten or injure ordinary citizens, even those who openly support the tyrants. Lots of people who appear to act like good citizens don’t like their political oppressors any more than we do. Indeed, some of them may be invis-
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In a battle for freedom, each individual will have to decide where his talents, skills, and personal attributes can best be used to resist the political tyrants. In most situations, an individual or a small group of friends will concentrate their energies on one of the following specialties:

- **Intelligence collection and dissemination:** This includes everything from gathering information through observation and radio frequency monitoring to running a ring of spies working inside political action groups, administrative and law enforcement agencies, or the enemy's military structure. Those engaged in such activities must not only develop ways of gathering the information but means of disseminating it to others who can use it for tactical and strategic purposes.

The intelligence can be used to inform the general public...
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Public about the true intentions of the tyrants and their secret plans for political control as well as their corrupt behavior, illegal acts, wasteful use of public funds, and personal foibles. It can also provide target intelligence for operations designed to impede and frustrate the tyrant’s schemes for the suppression of opposition and total control.

- **Operating communication, news, and propaganda systems:** The importance of communication when fighting tyrants is wonderfully demonstrated in the movie *The Postman*, in which one man creates a postal system for villages under the control of a tyrannical warlord so that citizens can send personal letters to each other. Tyrants hate communications and news systems they don’t control and can’t censor or monitor. Invisible resisters will need to have ways to communicate with others in their freedom networks and to spread the news of successful operations against the enemy.

  How this works will depend on the situation. If the telephone system is still operating and people still have personal computers, those wanting to engage in covert communications will have a relatively easy task. In a more extreme situation, news of victories will have to be spread by word of mouth and through the use of covert publications. Good propaganda will also explain to the general public why they have nothing to fear from invisible resistance and active insurgent units.

- **Operating escape and evasion systems:** We already have situations in the United States where people escaping prosecution for breaking unconstitutional laws must find help in relocating to a different part of the country with a new identity. There will be an immediate and critical need for such services if we ever experience a situation in which we must start fighting for freedom.

- **Maintaining safe houses:** Every type of underground resistance activity requires safe houses that can be used by those engaged in intelligence collection, helping those fleeing prosecution, or active operations. A safe house is any place that appears to be occupied by law-abiding citizens who would never engage in any kind of antigovernment activity. All invisible resisters should follow the security practices associated with establishing a safe house in order to increase their own chances of remaining invisible.

- **Sabotage activities:** This includes all actions aimed at disabling or destroying equipment, supplies, unoccupied buildings, filing systems, training programs, and operations designed to restrict and control civilian populations.

- **Antipersonnel actions:** This includes everything from dirty tricks to, in the most extreme circumstances, targeted assassinations of specific personnel working on behalf of the tyrannical government whose duties and actions immediately endanger the lives of innocent citizens.

  A single individual resister, acting alone, could handle several or even all of these activities by himself. He might collect intelligence, plan and carry out operations based on that intelligence, and arrange for safe houses and escape routes as needed. In addition, he may run a covert communication and propaganda system. He would, however, be an extremely rare and competent individual as well as a natural loner. Most people engaged in such dangerous work will want some kind of support system, even if they do not share with others all information on actual operations.

  Those with freedom networks can work out informal arrangements in which some members of the net do the intelligence collection while others deliver messages, provide safe houses, or carry out operations. In the most secure networks, no one will have any idea what everyone else in the net is doing in any detail. The sharing of information will be on a strict need-to-know basis.

  **Invisible Resistance Propaganda**

  Tyrants must keep the population believing in the myths,
lies, false promises, and frauds they use to grab and hold power. Therefore, they do everything possible to ensure that their subjects never read, see, or hear anything that challenges their own propaganda.

Tyrants don’t want their subjects to learn about any resistance or opposition to their regime. They want every person to believe that the cause of freedom is a lost cause because no one else is willing to do anything to get it back. Their propaganda machines only tell about actions in which their enforcers used superior force to squash those who threatened their rule. The controlled media will paint the resistance in such events in the blackest terms, labeling resisters as racist terrorists, antigovernment fascists, or other despicable epitaphs.

Invisible resisters will want to spread the truth about the tyrannical leaders in every possible way. They will want to disseminate news stories that demonstrate the incompetence of the government in solving the problems of the people. Even more important, they will want the general population to know that someone is out there fighting back and that the tyrant’s thugs have no idea who it is.

Spreading covert propaganda is an activity that almost anyone can take up. It doesn’t require an understanding of specialized subjects like mechanics, firearms, martial arts, or espionage. All one needs is a reasonably active mind, a good helping of guts, and a few materials found in any office or household. Not only that, there are almost no physical limitations. Even Aunt Rhoda in her wheelchair can wage information war. Yet spreading propaganda may be the single most important action any invisible resister can undertake.

Anyone can write an anonymous news announcement, make some copies, then leave the copies lying around where they can be found and read by others. The publisher of such documents won’t worry that one of the copies will fall into the wrong hands. He wants the government to know somebody is fighting back, just not who it is.

In this day and age, starting a clandestine one-man freedom newspaper is easy. With the proliferation of small home computers and ink jet printers, thousands of people around the country already have all the materials they need to start publishing immediately. In fact, privately owned information machines like computers represent such a threat to any potential tyrant that a totalitarian government will try to confiscate (or at least control) them once personally owned firearms have been collected. Of course, those with an invisible resistance to tyranny mentality will not give up their guns or their computers and printers.

Even if a resister has nothing more than a yellow legal pad and a marking pen, he can distribute copies of his efforts at becoming the Tom Paine of the Second American Revolution. By writing in block letters and using a straightedge as a guide, one can produce a document for which no expert could positively identify the author through handwriting analysis.

Copies can be discretely left lying where people can find them. They can be tossed on empty bus seats and park benches, on top of counters in post offices and other public buildings, and even in toilet stalls. Copies can be put into envelopes and left lying on the ground in public places. Most people won’t pick up a piece of paper, but they will pick up an envelope and, if it is open, read what is inside. Of course any freedom-oriented propaganda publication should include a short statement encouraging the reader to make his own copies and distribute them.

The envelope can even be part of the propaganda. If the publication reports on government malfeasance, one can make it and the envelope appear to be official government paperwork. It might even be in the form of a memo from one well-known government lackey to another.

The invisible resister shouldn’t worry about how few people may read the prose. Hopefully, there could be hundreds of other people out there doing the same propaganda work. The amount of secret freedom propaganda circulated is one of the ways each propagandist can get some idea of how many others are fighting alongside.
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Keep It a Secret, but Advertise

That’s not a contradiction in terms. While the invisible resister won’t want the enforcers to know who he is, he does want them to know what he did and why he did it. When someone carries out a successful resistance operation, he should brag about it in his propaganda output. He will want both the tyrannical system and the citizens to know why the radio station went off the air, why the air conditioner in the headquarters building didn’t work yesterday, or why the provisional governor who was appointed to replace the recently imprisoned elected governor is no longer among the living.

In covertly bragging about what they have done, resisters should make sure that there is nothing in the propaganda that could be used to discover their identity. One way to hide one’s identity is to claim to be the representative of an underground organization or an outlawed political group. If the news announcement includes information that only the perpetrators could know, and if there are several successive news releases on different operations that provide the same kind of information, the enforcers will start looking for the imaginary organized resistance.

The best kind of propaganda is that which is based on good intelligence resources inside the government. There are, after all, very good reasons why all political leaders hate leaks with a passion.

Suppose, for example, that an invisible resister who is working as a secretary in a government office overhears two senior bureaucrats talking about how several gun owners in a rural area attacked and killed federal enforcement officers trying to seize their firearms, then escaped. The government has censored the story in the controlled press, which brags about how well voluntary compliance with total gun control is working. The secretary surreptitiously passes the information to a contact in her freedom network. That contact passes it to another contact, who publishes a covert news sheet, the next edition of which includes a story about the incident.

Black Propaganda

Black propaganda is the act of spreading lies, rumors, and false or exaggerated stories about an enemy by word of mouth, anonymous publications, or information plants. Well-done black propaganda makes the enemy look even more evil, cruel, venal, dangerous, and despicable than the truth would tell. The idea is to plant a story with strangers in the hope that they will pass the
and killed them all. We've got to decide on a cover story.”
- “Tell the mayor his mistress is about to go public about the payoffs.”
- “We've got a verified report that Flight 601 was shot down by one of our own missiles.”
- “All has been discovered. I'm leaving town. I suggest you do the same.”

At some point, the person on the other end will interrupt and say the caller has dialed the wrong number. Before hanging up, the caller then threatens the recipient with dire consequences if he should mention the call to anyone else.

Think about the rumors and gossips that have become national myths—the grassy knoll in Dallas, the Kennedy involvement in the death of Marilyn Monroe, the different theories about the death of Vince Foster, the shots fired by the FBI at the Koresh compound, the surface-to-air missile that shot down Flight 800. We have already reached the point where most Americans no longer trust anything politicians tell them, and rightfully so. It's a perfect climate for the black propaganda rumormonger to wage war against unjust political leaders as they move further toward tyranny.

Picking Targets for Action

Whether the intent is to gather intelligence, wage a propaganda war, or engage in direct action, one has to first pick a target. Instead of confronting the problem as part of an organization, an invisible resister deals with the enemy one on one. Therefore, the effective invisible resister picks targets based on proximity. He won't travel across the country to find someone to spy on or harass. Targets are found as close to home as possible.

Each invisible resister picks his own targets based on opportunity, potential impact on enemy operations, and chances for making a successful escape. Targets can be found among any of the following:
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- Political leaders and all members of their immediate staff. These are the primary villains, those who benefit most from our loss of individual freedom.
- Leaders of antifreedom special interest groups who actively collaborate with the oppressor. These are people who prop up the tyrannical political leaders with their support.
- Military personnel engaged in the suppression of political dissidents or who are fighting guerrilla bands of openly committed freedom fighters. The priority targets are the officers, then the noncommissioned officers. Because every totalitarian state imposes a military draft, most of the grunts will be in the army by force, not by choice. Rather than targeting them, it’s better to encourage them to turn into invisible resisters on their own.
- Members of police and law enforcement organizations engaged in political repression and persecution.
- Civilian government employees engaged in the repression of basic freedoms. This may include government censors, officials charged with recruiting slave or forced labor, those administering farm and industrial collectivization programs, tax collectors, forced housing authorities, or population relocation agents.
- Known collaborators—ordinary citizens who are cooperating with the oppressors by spying on their neighbors or employers, reporting on the movements of dissident groups, serving on committees that make forced labor assignments, and so on.
- Foreign occupation troops—yes, we may see the day when United Nations troops walk the streets of America. While officers rank highest, all members of any foreign military force stationed in the country to help a tyrannical government suppress the general population would be fair game. Their presence is an open declaration of war against every advocate of individual freedom.

**The Many Paths of Invisible Resistance to Tyranny**

**Who Will Not Be Targets**

Because the object is to make war against a tyrannical government and not to engage in any activity that could be construed as terrorism, invisible resistance operations must not target, injure, nor even seriously inconvenience anybody in any of the following groups.

- The general population and all ordinary citizens. These are all potential allies. Hopefully, many of them will be engaged in their own invisible resistance campaigns.
- Civilian government employees working in agencies that provide popular benefits to the general population. Included here are medical personnel, firefighters, garbage collectors, health and sanitation officials, and so on. (Many of these services would be better served by private enterprise, but correcting such abuses should be left until after the termination of the more destructive forms of tyranny.)
- Policemen engaged in protecting the public from violent crimes. The exception here would be corrupt policemen who shake down small businessmen, using their position to wring special favors out of the general public or who themselves commit violent crimes under cover of the badge.

**Target Recognition**

It’s not enough to identify whom the target should be. The invisible resister must be able to identify the target on sight. Most Americans wouldn’t recognize their own congressman, state senator, local police chief, or even the governor if they ran into any one of them on a beach or in a crowded supermarket. It’s easy to tell who they are when they’re wearing a uniform or standing on a podium, but that’s not when a participant in the tyranny is most vulnerable. If possible, the invisible resister should catch the target alone and in his skivvies, so to speak. The resister will have to know what the target looks like and what his habits are in order to do that.
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Some years ago, I talked with a man who had just been appointed by the president to a controversial position in the government. News of the appointment along with the man's photo was in all the newspapers. I asked him if he was worried about his personal security because of the new job.

He told me he had been interviewed by Barbara Walters for a half-hour on morning television a few days earlier. Later that same day he spent over an hour strolling along the streets of New York. Not once did anybody give him a second glance. Up until then, he had been worried about his personal security and was considering asking for Secret Service protection. After his stroll he decided he would stop worrying, at least until people started recognizing him on the street. This was not an ordinary-looking man either. He was tall and overweight and had a large, ugly face not easily forgotten.

Invisible resisters will want to learn everything possible about the people who are potential targets of their efforts. This includes not just names and pictures but where they work, what kind of cars they use, and what they do for recreation. Most of them are a vain lot, so they like to have their faces on TV and their pictures in the local propaganda rag. Invisible resisters should study those sources like star-struck teenagers who pore over movie magazines.

Those considering operations shouldn't just rely on the media for information on target identity. Part of the intelligence gathering should include going to parades, public events, and open meetings. The invisible resister will be part of the crowd cheering the bastards, but he will be there to study the faces of the people standing on the review stand or sitting at the front table. There is a lot of luck in invisible freedom fighting, but luck isn't worth a damn if a resister doesn't recognize the man who just came into the restaurant as the agent in charge of the local ATF office that just raided and trashed a law-abiding gunshop, or the judge who sentenced a local businessman caught carrying a concealed weapon to a long prison term.

THE MANY PATHS OF INVISIBLE RESISTANCE TO TYRANNY

Obviously, the chances for any invisible resister identifying a target and then getting into position to take action on that target will depend on such things as geographic location, access to government personnel, and opportunity. It may come down to how a resister makes his living.
CHAPTER 9

OPERATIONS AGAINST TARGETS

Many, probably most, invisible resisters will never have the opportunity to engage the enemy on a one-to-one basis because they will never get close enough to a valid target to engage him. The higher up the power chain an agent of tyranny is located, the more remote he will be from the citizenry. Therefore, even in the worst tyrannies, most invisible resisters will still have to focus their efforts on intelligence, communication, education, propaganda, and escape and evasion services.

Who Can Engage in Direct Operations?

The invisible resisters most likely to find opportunities for more direct action are those who work in occupations that put them in direct contact with the officials of the tyranny. A num-
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ber of occupations and professions offer unique opportunities for inflicting damage on the tyrant’s system of political control through direct access. These include the following:

**Draftees in the National Army**

Every totalitarian government in the world uses involuntary conscription to man its army. No single occupation offers more opportunities for invisible resistance than that of the enlisted soldier. One of the great mysteries of humanity is why every totalitarian army in history hasn’t ground to a halt as the draftee cannon fodder, under cover of battle, murdered the men who stole their freedom and put their lives at risk. I suppose that’s why they only draft the very young—they’re the only ones dumb enough to be molded into obedient troops by propaganda and military discipline.

**People Impressed into Forced Labor Details**

Sooner or later, every totalitarian government resorts to involuntary forced labor to get something (or everything) done. The idea of doing a job on the cheap by using unpaid labor is so appealing to politicians that we already hear proposals for forced labor programs in the United States. Of course, the politicians don’t call it forced labor; they call it “national service” or “community service.” Like all ideas designed to destroy personal freedom, the freedom takers claim it is good for the country and for the millions of young people forced to give up their freedom for a two-year stint in a public workforce or some other insanity like requiring so many hours of community service from those already forced to spend their days in government indoctrination facilities.

Frankly, the fact that any government can get away with forced labor is a sad comment on the human race. One would think that a man who was chained to a workbench or forced under guard to dig ditches, shovel shit, and clean toilets would be constantly trying to sabotage the work he was doing. Yet Hitler used slave labor in weapons factories, and southern plantation owners ordered slaves to fix the master’s meals. (We can only assume there was a lot of slave spit and urine mixed in with the food.) Let’s hope that Americans have learned to love freedom enough that they will never willingly cooperate when forced to work as slave labor.

A forced laborer doesn’t want to confront the man with the whip or the gun. But when that bastard isn’t looking, then the fun can begin. An invisible resister will goldbrick, of course, but he will also be constantly on the lookout for chances to do real damage. He can break tools but make it look accidental; lose anything that can be dropped, hidden, or misplaced; waste everything from paper to fuel; and throw dirt into machinery. The more an invisible resister smiles and says “yes sir” when the boss is looking, the better the chances to screw things up when the boss turns away. Sabotage like this is the medicine that relieves the pain of slavery.

**Government Workers**

Someone working for government who learns to love freedom along the way shouldn’t quit his government job just because he realizes the country is no longer free. A government worker has a unique opportunity to disrupt and interfere with the efforts of the totalitarian state. Clerical and office workers can lose files, leak classified information, waste and mismanage supplies, spread misinformation, slow the work pace, and screw up damn near everything their pompous, authoritarian bosses are trying to do. At best, bureaucrats tend to be sloppy and incompetent. Imagine what they would be if they were trying to foul up the daily work of government.

Maintenance and service employees will be able to sabotage vehicles and buildings, destroy government property, and disrupt communications equipment. Cleaning people, janitors, grounds keepers, and others working around and in government buildings will all have repeated chances to take action against members of the target groups as well as their workplaces.
The government employee who is also an invisible resister should always be looking for opportunities to help the poor ordinary bastard who is forced to deal with the government. Depending on the position he holds and the authority that goes with it, a government employee may be able to frustrate some of the things his office is trying to do to innocent citizens.

I knew one friend who was drafted into the U.S. Army back in the 1960s, then assigned as a clerk in the provost marshal’s office. He soon discovered that there was one officer who, when assigned defense counsel duties, actually tried to help grunts facing court martial. My friend made it a point to shuffle papers around to make sure that enlisted men he thought were getting the shaft from the system got the sympathetic officer assigned to their case. My friend didn’t last long as a legal clerk, but in the time he held the job a couple of draftees didn’t end up serving the undeserved time in the stockade they would have without a bit of invisible help.

Government employees, no matter how far down in the pecking order, learn a lot about waste, mismanagement, and incompetence in government. They see it all the time. They also quickly learn that there is no future for serious whistleblowers who go public. Even in our relatively free society, the most important government secrets are those hiding incompetence and criminal conduct by politicians and bureaucrats.

If it is bad now, you can imagine what it will be like in an extreme totalitarian society. The tyrants and lackeys are not only going to be wasting the taxpayers’ money, they are going to be laying plans for all sorts of nasty things for the citizens—forced labor, land confiscation, population reallocations, and reeducation centers. The quicker that people learn what is going on, the sooner they can join the fight to make sure it doesn’t get worse. All government workers learn about things that their bosses want to keep secret from the citizens. If such employees are committed to freedom, they will expose the secrecy but keep their own identities hidden.

Of course, under a totalitarian dictator there won’t be any Fox News or 60 Minutes to listen to the story a whistleblower wants to tell. The invisible resister will have to use covert propaganda techniques to get the story out. He can do more damage to the reigning tyrants that way than anything he could achieve by harassing or hurting some low-level bureaucrat.

Recreation and Service Industries

People are most vulnerable when they are off duty and having fun. Invisible resisters working as cooks, waiters, bellboys, hotel maids, golf pros and caddies, bartenders, and amusement park attendants will find that a high percentage of their customers are people in the target groups listed above. In fact, in a totalitarian state the target groups are the only ones with the money and the opportunity to have a good time. (Many recreation spots may even be reserved for their exclusive use.) If an invisible resister is standing behind the bar, the tyrant’s lackey buying the drinks could end up wishing he had never left the office.

The opportunities available to prostitutes and other people providing illegal services shouldn’t need much explanation. Moreover, some prostitutes may have a good reason for getting even. Many totalitarian governments (for example, the Japanese during World War II) have forced local women into prostitution in the countries they occupied or ruled.

Unexpected Opportunities

Any citizen who wants to be an invisible resister may find unexpected opportunities to get back at the bastards. A city apartment dweller discovers that the next-door neighbor is a member of the governing council appointed by the population control officer. A farmer finds that a local political leader and his friends are hunting on a nearby ridge. A man walking home late from work meets the mayor strolling back to his quarters with a brain full of booze. A young artist discovers that the pretty girl...
In the fancy apartment next door is the mistress of a government agent in charge of enforcing gun confiscation laws and that he visits her without his security detail in tow. The fact is that anyone—gas station and parking lot attendants, grocery store clerks, delivery men, taxi drivers, and the termite exterminator—can find himself with a sudden opportunity to act.

The more casual and unexpected such an opportunity, the better the chance for achieving results and getting away with it. Each invisible resister must decide what he is personally willing and capable of doing in such situations—and then be on the lookout for a target of opportunity.

What Type of Action to Take

It is not necessary to kill someone in order to ruin his day. Indeed, it is much better to have a frustrated bureaucrat who can’t figure out why things keep going wrong than having to deal with the dead man’s replacement, who may be even more competent at spreading terror among the citizens.

Any action is welcome that makes it more difficult for a willing servant of a totalitarian leader to operate, even a practical joke. Ideas for practical jokes can range from clogging the toilets in a government building all the way to leaving fake plans for a resistance meeting lying around where they can be found by law enforcement authorities. A hotel maid can sprinkle a bit of itching powder in the clean underwear of a hotel guest she knows is in the target group. Cockroaches can be released in an office. An irritating chemical can be slipped into the soap dispenser in a government building.

Such practical jokes can be very effective tools for disrupting the work of any government. I once saw one of the biggest U.S. embassies shut down and emptied for an afternoon when an embassy guard accidentally exploded a tear gas grenade near an air-conditioning intake. That was an accident (at least everyone assumed it was), but it could have been done on purpose.

On another occasion I watched a foreign government building evacuated when one of the employees discovered a briefcase sitting in a closet. It was locked and quite heavy, and something was ticking inside. Security personnel immediately emptied the building, and dozens of government employees stood around outside waiting for a bomb detection squad to arrive and examine the briefcase. When they finally opened it, they found several large rocks and an old alarm clock inside. It was a joke, but for two hours no bureaucrat in that building did any damage to the ordinary citizen.

Practical jokes can be done by those who have no direct access to either the buildings or the personnel working in them. All it takes is a mysterious phone call or a letter with a vicious but plausible rumor sent to a boss.

The anonymous letter can do the most damage possible if it is well written, sounds plausible, and at least some of the information is true. Suppose an invisible resister in a public bar sees the director of the national tax authority one evening and he’s had a couple too many. The invisible prankster for freedom writes an enforcement agency an unsigned letter and tells them about the occasion. She gives the actual time and date, the name and address of the bar, and describes what the man was wearing. Then she adds that she saw him accepting a large envelope from a local businessman. She claims that she overheard the tax man assure the businessman that he no longer had to worry about the tax audit of his business. So, even though the last bit isn’t true, there’s a good chance the enforcement agency will investigate it anyway. And the more time spent investigating themselves, the less time they will have to harass citizens.

If It Ain’t Broke, Break It

Sabotage doesn’t just mean blowing up bridges and destroying railroad tracks. It can be as simple as shorting out the air conditioner in a headquarters building during high summer or
puncturing the tires of a senator while he’s making a quick visit to his girlfriend.

The resister’s real problem is not finding something to sabotage but making sure that he doesn’t get caught doing it. For that reason, the best kind of sabotage is something with a delayed action. A janitor, plumber, or someone else who finds himself alone for a couple of minutes in a basement can jump-wire a fuse so it won’t function when there is an overload. Wiring can be deliberately frayed to cause a power outage, or a steam pressure valve can be clogged. Such mechanical time bombs can sit for weeks, even months, before they suddenly ruin the day for all the petty tyrants working in the building.

Many people in the target groups will live in ordinary neighborhoods, where their quarters will be much more vulnerable to sabotage than their workplace. The tax auditor who spent the night up with a flooded bathroom isn’t going to be at his best in the office the next morning. Moreover, he will probably never guess that his problems were caused by a meter reader who dropped a sponge down a sewage pipe when no one was looking or the gardener who pushed a water hose through a basement window and turned the water on.

Automobiles are a saboteur’s dream. They are left in parking lots, on streets, and in garages far from the safe storage and protection where their owners work. Oil pan nuts can be loosened, wires cut through or shorted, tires damaged, and all sorts of nasty things put into the gas tank. A gas station attendant who services government vehicles can prepare a special can of oil by adding sand or any other abrasive material to the mix. The next time the internment camp director’s limo needs a quart of oil, the special can is pulled off the back shelf where it sat waiting for an opportunity. Or a man pumping gas can keep an open bottle of Coke handy. If no one is looking, the drink goes in the tank along with the gas. The sugar in the Coke will be just as effective as dry sugar from a cup.

Files and information systems should be a primary target for any invisible resister employed in a government office. File clerks and secretaries, especially those working in offices where several different people do filing, can misplace or lose files. The secret is knowing enough about the mission of the office to be able to pick something really important to lose. I’ve seen the work of an entire government office come to a complete halt for an hour while everybody looked for the file the boss demanded but that couldn’t be found. Even when the file was found, the day was ruined for both the boss and his secretary.

Nobody thought the file might have been lost on purpose. That is one of the great advantages of the invisible resister who stays on the job and lets people think he is just another dumb slob trying to do it right. Authoritarians like to think they are in such total control that they have the absolute loyalty of everyone who works for them. Therefore when things go wrong, it has to be incompetence, not something done deliberately.

Computers offer a whole new world for sabotage activities. Those who understand computers and programming and have access to one of the terminals in the office also have unbelievable power to lose files, screw up communications systems, discover office secrets, and wreak havoc in general. Someone with just minimal knowledge of computers can quickly type DEL *.*/SY at the DOS command and hit the enter key.

Think what an invisible resister employed with the tax collection authority could do with a minute alone with one of its mainframe control stations. Hundreds of returns could be lost and who knows how many taxpayers would be off the hook because everybody was busy trying to unravel the computer mess.

The damage that can be done by somebody who knows computers is so tremendous that any invisible resister who has that kind of knowledge should restrict his actions to that single specialty. What a tragedy it would be if a person with such a potentially effective resistance tool was lost because he was caught strangling an office director in a washroom.

There may be invisible resisters who will choose to engage in
more complicated sabotage operations that come closer to those normally associated with organized insurgent groups. Targets could include such things as water, electrical, communications, and sewage lines serving government installations. Power lines can be cut, water mains broken, transformers shorted out, and drainage conduits clogged. However, given the complexity of planning such attacks, such operations will most likely be carried out by small invisible resistance squads of cooperating individuals rather than a single resister.

The perpetrators of such attacks may choose to make the sabotage look like an accident. The less investigation there is, the more chance they will have of giving a repeat performance in another part of town. An example of a pretend accident is the use of a dead pigeon or crow to short out a transformer. Another possibility is to steal a car, preferably one belonging to someone in a target group, and run it into a telephone or electric pole hard enough to knock the pole down. The police investigating the incident will think somebody stole the car, then accidentally rammed the pole. They will look for a car thief, not a freedom fighter, and will therefore assign less priority to the case.

Government warehouses make excellent targets for sabotage. While storage depots for weapons, ammunition, and other critical items are so well guarded that any kind of attack may be too risky, even totalitarian governments need paper, furniture, office supplies, uniforms, and similar items that will be stored in places less well guarded. Often, such areas are especially vulnerable to small Molotov cocktails thrown over walls or through windows. (Just be certain there is no night watchman or janitor around who could get hurt in the resulting damage.)

Radio and TV stations specializing in government propaganda are excellent targets for sabotage. Transmitter sites are frequently located at some distance from the studio, often in remote areas, making them vulnerable to sabotage attack by a single person.

No invisible resister should ever consider such things as poisoning city water supplies or blowing up bridges. Unless the situation is absolutely desperate, there is a specific military objective to be gained by such an action, and it can be done with no civilian casualties, those are acts of terrorism and are not only immoral but counterproductive to the cause.
CHAPTER 10

DEADLY VIOLENCE—IS IT EVER NECESSARY?

No person who loves freedom wants to deny any other human being the same freedom. Taking a life is the ultimate denial of freedom. Nevertheless, effective individual self-defense must include the possibility of inflicting lethal injury as the last resort in preventing serious injury or death from criminal attack, terrorism, or tyranny.

Under truly dire circumstances, fighting for one’s personal freedom is as much self-defense as protecting one’s life. Government is basically a legal monopoly on the use of force. Every law is backed by the threat that those who break them will be confined, seriously injured, or killed. Constitutional government puts strict limits on when and how political leaders can use that force. When they ignore those limits and use their power for unconstitutional purposes, they become no better than the common criminal. Anyone facing a loss of freedom in such a situa-
tion can claim the right of self-defense against those causing the loss of freedom.

The Declaration of Independence is a powerful document that uses powerful words to build a moral justification for deadly resistance to tyranny. Even so, if the American rebels had lost the war, the British would have rounded up those who signed that document and executed them as criminals.

No government, including our own, recognizes the Declaration of Independence as a legal justification for any act of rebellion. The winners always declare that the killings they did were legal, but any subsequent lethal force against them is illegal.

But once again, the objective of invisible resistance to tyranny is not to win a war but to maximize each resister's own individual freedom. We don't want to take over government; we just want to stop it from denying us freedom. If we can do that by successfully hiding our acts of resistance from those who limit our freedom, by ignoring their laws, and by spreading dissent and a loss of faith in their lies, there will be no need to commit deadly violence. As we have seen, if enough citizens successfully respond to tyrannical government in those ways, it will eventually collapse from its own weight.

It is only when we find that we have no other way out of a situation that we should consider using deadly violence as a last resort. Before we consider an act of deadly violence against any politician or government employee, we must be in a situation in which our own lives or individual freedom are in immediate and deadly danger.

There may come a day when tyrannical leaders and their agents, or even terrorists or a foreign occupying force, engage in imprisoning or killing innocent citizens. Very few, if any of us, face such a situation at this time. Even so, we ought to give serious thought to how to proceed if we ever do find ourselves in such peril.

---

**Invisible Resistance to Tyranny**

---

**Deadly Violence—Is it Ever Necessary?**

---

**Whose Death Would Be Worth the Risk of Committing Deadly Violence?**

Wars are won by the side that most effectively kills those on the other side. Effectively is not, however, measured in numbers but in the importance of those who die. While tens of millions of people died in World War II, the war in Europe only ended when one man, Adolf Hitler, died. The war with Japan didn't end because the emperor and his prime minister feared that atomic weapons would kill millions of Japanese soldiers and civilians. It ended because those two men feared that the next bomb dropped would kill them.

As explained earlier, the only one who matters in a tyranny of one-man rule is the tyrant himself. Yet killing him is an extremely high-risk endeavor. The leaders of such governments are the most well-protected people in the world. The chances of the perpetrator surviving and escaping after a successful operation are almost zero.

When someone does successfully kill such a tyrant and escapes with his life, the assassin is almost always someone close to the leader or a member of his personal bodyguard. Most of the time even those people fail in their efforts. Look how many times assassins have tried to get Saddam Hussein, failed, and paid the ultimate price for failure.

The assassination of Hitler in the last years of the war in Europe would have brought the war to a quick close and probably saved tens of thousands of lives. There were German military officers close to Hitler who did try, but they failed and died for their failure. The war didn't end until Hitler's only choice was capture by the Red Army or suicide.

**What's Different about a Mob Democracy Style of Tyranny?**

The mob democracy style of tyranny presents a different set
of problems. In governments where ruling tyrants can be changed through an election or parliamentary or bureaucratic process, the tyrant worries about his popularity with the voters, the legislators, and the bureaucracy. He must therefore be concerned about the safety and welfare of those who serve him, especially those who serve in the higher ranks. A situation in which significant numbers of high-ranking supporters of an elected tyrant start assuming room temperature for unexplained reasons could seriously threaten his hold on power or force him to move to one-man rule and full totalitarianism.

There are almost no historical examples to help predict what may happen if significant numbers of resisters against mob tyranny started assassinating high-ranking government officials and getting away with it. The only example in the American experience were the rumors during the Vietnamese War of drafted soldiers fragging incompetent officers during combat. While I know of no significant studies done on the frequency of such acts, there is some anecdotal evidence that morale among combat officers was seriously affected. The increasing frequency of suspicious injuries and deaths may have had some impact on the political decision to get out of the war as quickly as possible, regardless of the consequences for our Vietnamese allies. It certainly played a role in Dick Nixon’s decision to stop sending draftees to Vietnam.

Even if selective assassination in such a future situation proves to be a successful tactic, it will be a high-risk activity that should be considered only by desperate people who see no other alternative. The tyrants and their high-ranking lackeys won’t like serving as living targets: tyrants are always willing to fight to the last drop of blood, as long as it’s not their own. Nothing is given higher priority than the identification and capture of anyone inflicting injury on an important government official. Moreover, a totalitarian government isn’t going to be hampered by constitutional restrictions on searching private property, tapping phones, holding suspects without charge, or adhering to civilized interrogation techniques.

Anyone who engages in violence against the participants of tyranny must be prepared to pay the consequences. Anyone caught carrying out deadly violence against any of the target groups in any totalitarian government will face execution. By the time the authorities get around to inflicting that punishment, the captured perpetrator will be happy to die. Before death comes, his genitals will have been fried with electric wires, his mind scrambled with chemicals, and his body twisted and broken like a rat in a cage full of terriers. The inquisitors will stretch out the torture as long as possible, trying to get the perpetrator to tell who his contacts in the underground are, what rebel unit he belongs to, who the leader is, and who gave the order for the operation.

An invisible resister won’t have any answers to such questions, but the tyrant’s enforcers will never accept his claim that he was acting along with no direction from any leader. This will be even more true if the perpetrator spread a little black propaganda before being captured, dropping leaflets and sending announcements to media sources claiming the operation was the work of some fictitious rebel group like the National Freedom Militia or the Armed Sons of Liberty. He might even have blamed the operation on an enemy of freedom who usually supports the tyrant, like the Return to Nature Trust or the Anti-Petroleum Coalition.

The Futility of Attacking Low-Ranking Officials

Among those who opt to follow the path of invisible resistance to tyranny, most will never have any opportunity to engage in deadly violence against any individual who really matters. Those who really matter are never in a location where an invisible resister could get a clear shot or a chance to lace his coffee with poison.

Once getting freedom back through nonviolent methods no longer seems like a viable option, there will be some who
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will look for opportunities to direct deadly violence against low-level members of the target groups listed in the previous chapter. Those who take such actions will be motivated more by frustration than sound strategy. They will have little impact on the tyrants who rule even if their mission is successful. Those at the top of the tyranny will not care how many of the rank and file are killed, as long as their hold on power is maintained. Indeed, their propaganda machine will use the deaths of lower ranking personnel as a rallying cry to win stronger support from the citizenry, describing such acts as terrorism.

Rather than engaging in ineffective killing, it is better for invisible resisters to continue to effectively educate those citizens they personally know about the evils of tyranny, even tyranny based on mob democracy.

All the same, there may come a day when invisible resisters will have no choice but to use deadly violence against lower ranking personnel working for the tyrants. One possible situation would be an attack against a political, military, or police official who is especially vicious and sadistic in enforcing the commands of the tyrant.

A historical example is found in the assassination in 1942 of SS-Obergruppenfuhrer Reinhard Heydrich, Hitler’s appointed ruler in occupied Czechoslovakia and one of the chief architects of the Holocaust. With Allied help, four Czech patriots who had been living in exile in England parachuted into Czechoslovakia for that specific purpose. While the operation succeeded, all four of the assassins died in the aftermath. Worse than that tragedy, many Czech citizens suffered torture, imprisonment, and death as a result of the German search for the perpetrators and retaliations for the action. Heydrich was quickly replaced. There is no evidence that the assassination had any significant impact on the German war effort, nor did the Nazi treatment of the Czech population improve in any way. Indeed it turned even more cruel and sadistic.

There is no reason to suppose that the result would be any different in some similar future situation. Anyone committed to trying such a desperate attack must devise a plan that avoids reprisals against innocent citizens. That usually requires making it appear to be an accident, although it might also be possible to frame another agent of the tyranny with the crime.

Deadly Violence—Is it Ever Necessary?

As pointed out above, most invisible resisters will not have the opportunity to engage in effective deadly violence even if they have the inclination to do so. However, if lethal resistance does commence in the face of brutal tyranny, every invisible resister can spread the word and explain why it is happening, using every available method of news reporting and propaganda activity.

We have seen how groups such as animal rightists and environmentalists exploit this propaganda technique. A spokesman for a public organization claims that his group does not endorse such violent behavior as the murder of a scientist engaging in animal research or the destruction of expensive logging equipment. But he then describes what the victim was doing that made him a target and hopes people will understand why someone who loves animals or trees might be driven to such an act.

Invisible resisters engaged in propaganda activities should take the same tack, insisting that they do not endorse the deadly violence aimed against lackeys of the tyrant, but then explaining why some people are driven to such desperate acts because of the loss of freedom. They should also express the fear that we can expect such acts to continue and to increase as long as oppressors enforce gun confiscation laws, ignore free speech rights, hold suspects without trial, and do all the other things that tyrants love to do when they can get away with it.
CHAPTER 11

ORGANIZED RESISTANCE FORCES

Should our political leaders ever succeed in imposing total tyranny on the American people or move so far in that direction that armed rebellion is justified, we can expect that an organized armed resistance of some kind will emerge. The numbers of weapons held in private hands in the United States almost guarantees that. The popularity of the citizen militia movement after the incidents at Waco and Ruby Ridge also suggests it will happen. Indeed there are reports from some sources that several underground groups are already preparing for such a future action against tyranny.

There may even be several different kinds of partisan groups actively engaging the forces of tyranny at various levels of resistance. These groups may range in size from a small collection of people to a large partisan force spread over several states but under the control and guidance of a single leader. The political
motivations of such groups may be different and even contrary to each other. All such forces will be organized in some kind of quasi-military fashion, with a leader and subordinate ranks of officers. The top people will impose military-style discipline on their members.

Invisible resisters, especially those who have built large freedom networks and engaged in extensive educational activities in the time preceding the imposition of total tyranny, may have contacts with members of such groups. They may even be approached and recruited to serve in them. Such resistance groups will have a critical need for those who fit the mold of the invisible resister; that is, people who are vehemently opposed to the tyranny but who have not been identified as enemies of the state. Those are the kinds of people that every underground resistance organization must recruit to run safe houses, engage in intelligence collection, operate escape lines, carry messages and supplies through enemy-controlled territory, and perform other critical tasks.

While services to organized insurgent groups may be one of the single most important things that invisible resisters can do to help defeat tyrants, individuals must take great care in deciding whether or not to cooperate with any such groups. Direct participation in activities that support such forces is as dangerous as engaging in deadly violence against the enemy personally. Indeed, it may be more dangerous because at least a few people in the underground organization will know the identity of the invisible resister who joins.

As mentioned previously, all too often in history leaders of insurgent and revolutionary groups have had little interest in winning freedom for the people. Instead, they have wanted only to replace the current tyrants with themselves as the new tyrants. Given the ideals of the American Revolution and our long experience with constitutional government, one hopes that at least some of the leaders of any new organized insurgent group would have the same commitment to individual freedom and constitutional government that invisible resisters will have. It will be up to each individual to make his own examination of the bona fides of the leadership of any organization trying to enlist him in its service, then make a decision based on the character of the leadership as to whether or not to get directly involved. Invisible resisters must not just consider the political philosophy of the leadership before enlisting in the cause but also the size of the organization, the strategic and tactical abilities of the leaders, and the chances of the organization having a real impact on the fight for a return to freedom.

If an invisible resister is not approached or chooses not to accept an invitation to join an organized insurgent force and to instead fight back as an individual or as a member of a small, leaderless squad of resisters, he can still look for ways to complement the actions of organized partisan groups. If, for example, a large resistance group is actively operating in the same area where an invisible resister is located, he might find that he can serve the cause of freedom best by engaging in covert propaganda activities in support of the operations of the organized group even though he has no direct contact with the partisans.

The most difficult situation that an invisible resister can face is one in which there is an organized rebel force led by a charismatic leader who has no more interest in true freedom than the tyrants in power. Despite his rhetoric, the rebel leader uses popular anger to enlist soldiers in his efforts to replace the reigning tyrants with his own form of tyranny. This is exactly what happened during World War II in many parts of Europe and Asia. Many of the organized resistance groups in these places were communist. As a result, the freedom-loving citizens in the countries of Eastern Europe and places like Korea, Burma, Vietnam, and China found themselves no better off after the defeat of Germany and Japan than they had been under fascist rule.

These kinds of rebel organizations often used terrorism as part of their arsenal of tactics. This was demonstrated during the Vietnam War by the Viet Cong, who often murdered civilians rather than allow them to cooperate with the government and its U.S. ally.
If there are no organized resistance forces led by credible lovers of freedom, or if the individual invisible resister can make no contacts with a legitimate group, then he will have to make his fight for freedom an individual effort or part of a combined effort of a small squad of friends who look no further than themselves for leadership. To do that, he will have to pick his targets for action, then determine what kind of action to take.

Invisible resistance does have some important advantages over trying to fight tyranny as a member of an organized band of rebels. The invisible resister is going to have the time to enjoy his life while opposing tyranny. He isn't going to spend every moment of the day planning or carrying out operations. He will work at his job, have friends, and enjoy his family. The more time he commits to the chores of ordinary living, the better his chances of surviving and continuing his resistance.

Unlike the rebel in the hills who must be on constant guard against enemy attack, the invisible resister has a smaller window of vulnerability. He is only in real danger of discovery and capture while he is engaged against a target. Once an operation is completed successfully, the invisible resister blends back into the cover of fellow ordinary, law-abiding citizens. He doesn't have to worry about a sudden surprise bombing of his position or the capture of a friend or compatriot who will holler his name under torture. He won't have to stand guard in the rain, make a forced march for hours, or go days without a hot meal.

However, even though the invisible resister will have a life that the rebel in the hills will disdain for its ease, comfort, and apparent lack of danger, he may be more effective in terms of the casualty-given to the casualty-taken ratio. Because the invisible resister will never initiate an attack unless he is sure of inflicting at least one casualty on the enemy, he should at a minimum achieve a one-to-one ratio. Most will do far better than that, even if they space their operations six months or more apart. The total effect on the enemy could be staggering.

---

**Organized Resistance Forces**

**The Only Chance of Victory**

No matter how justified or how successful a campaign of invisible resistance to tyranny might be, it will not be enough to replace tyranny with freedom. Freedom will only be achieved when so many citizens demand it that those who wish to govern will have no choice but to start protecting the freedom of the people. Resistance at all levels can only serve to keep the tyrants off balance for as long as it takes to weave together the vital networks of freedom necessary to build a population of citizens who demand freedom and will accept nothing less from government.

Even if we reach the stage where large numbers of partisan groups engage in deadly violence against the tyranny, we still have to continue to knit those networks of freedom. Indeed it is even more critical that those invisible resisters who do not have the inclination, the capability, or the opportunity to engage in paramilitary action continue to build chains of freedom based on personal communications, adding each new link in the chain mail of freedom one person at a time.

The final death blow to a tyrant will only happen when large numbers of citizens take to the streets in spontaneous demonstrations demanding an end to the tyranny. Deadly violence by insurgents may play a role in building doubts and fears in the minds of the political tyrants about their ability to survive, but ultimately freedom can only be won when the citizens in the street begin to speak with one voice, demanding freedom now.

How much better it will be if we can weave those invisible nets of freedom long before we have to wage war to win our freedom back.
Invisible resistance to tyranny and terrorism can work if every one of us who loves freedom starts practicing it. No government can resist the people when the people make it clear that the tyrant’s comfort, safety, and hold on power will be forfeit unless they give freedom back. No group of terrorists can achieve its political goals if its targets are freedom-loving individuals willing to take responsibility for their own defense and to pay any price to live or die as free men and women.

Once enough citizens begin to demand freedom in ways that make it impossible for a tyrant to continue to govern and enforce unjust laws, there are several routes the tyrant can take as he gives up his power.

In the case in which the citizens living in a colony or a geographical section of the country are demanding freedom, the tyrant can give up and pull his troops out of the territory, leav-
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ing those in rebellion to form a new, independent government. This is what happened at the close of the American Revolution—the British went home or north to Canada, and those who had been leading the rebellion established new governments in each of the thirteen colonies.

While those who fought the American Revolution set out to establish a free nation, most other colonies in other parts of the world were not so lucky. In much of Latin America, Asia, and Africa, the new governments of former colonies quickly degenerated into tyrannies as bad as or worse than those of the former colonial powers.

When a tyrant starts a war with other countries in the hopes of gaining personal glory and more subjects and then loses the war, the victors sort it out. That happened at the close of World War II. While the Americans, British, and French established constitutional democracies in Japan and Western Germany, citizens in East Germany, the Eastern European countries, and some of the former colonial countries of Asia were drowned in 50 years of communist tyranny after the defeat of Nazi Germany and Imperial Japan. One might argue that many citizens in those countries were even worse off than they had been under Nazi or colonial tyranny.

Tyrants who don’t read the future in time to escape into exile can find themselves captured by a rebel group and facing the wrath of justice. That happened to King Louis XVI in France who, with his wife, Marie Antoinette, ended up on the guillotine. Unfortunately, the tyrannical government that followed Louis sliced off thousands of more heads in an era still known as the Reign of Terror. In turn, that tyranny was followed by Napoleon, who was as bad as or worse than many of the kings who had ruled France.

Tyrants who can read the future can pack up and run for a foreign country when the citizens take to the streets. They often live out their lives in exile while they enjoy the stolen wealth stashed in their Swiss bank accounts. This has been the most popular way for dictators in the Third World to give up power. Fulgencio Batista (Cuba), Anastasio Somoza (Nicaragua), Ferdinand Marcos (Philippines), “Baby Doc” Duvalier (Haiti), and Idi Amin (Uganda) all took that route out of power, leaving their countries to the rebels in the hills or whoever could sit himself in the presidential chair first. Almost always, the new man in the power chair was as bad a tyrant or worse than the man living in splendid exile. Fidel Castro is the best example of this.

The sad truth is that most times when the citizens succeed in throwing out one tyrant, what they get as a replacement is not worth the suffering, sacrifice, and dying it cost to kick him out. Instead it is more of the same kind of self-serving leaders who care not a whit about anything but their own pleasure and power.

Given this sad history, the goal of invisible resistance should not be to throw the bums out but to make the bums already holding office realize that the best way they can keep their jobs is to stop promising lies in exchange for freedom and to start doing what political leaders in the United States should have been doing all along—protecting the freedom of the citizens and nothing more than that.

Politicians will defend freedom only for as long as we keep demanding freedom. When they discover that large numbers of potential voters are demanding freedom instead of political bribes, they will start giving bits of freedom back. They will support tax cuts, freedom of choice in education, and an end to the wars on drugs, poverty, guns, tobacco, successful business entrepreneurs, and the health and pharmaceutical industries. The only hope we have of creating such a situation is by weaving our invisible nets of freedom one individual at a time until they explode in a chain reaction of dissent that forces our political parasites to become our servants of freedom.

Always remember this: leaders are not to be trusted and followed; they are to be controlled and strictly limited in what we permit them to do. That’s the basis of the theory of a democra-
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cy of free individuals. A freedom-loving citizen tolerates the people elected to be in charge, but only for as long as they are providing the limited services of government that a free citizen needs and nothing more.

Freedom must constantly be defended, and its defense must start at the very first attempt by political leaders to limit it in any way. If you make it clear to all that you will fight to keep freedom, you will continue to be free.